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FOREWORD 
This report  was prepared by Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Reaction 
Motors Division, Denville, New Jersey  under Contract NQ NAS8-21149, 
"Propellant Expulsion Bladder for the Saturn V/S-IVB" for the George C. 
Marshall Space Flight Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Adrnini- 
stration. Mr. John T. Schell is the project engineer. 
This i s  the final report  and covers the work conducted during the period 
1 July 1967 through 30 June 1969 on RMD Project 5125. 
The persosinel of Thiokol Chemical Corporation, Reaction M.otors Divi- 
sion assigned to the project were  Mr. R. L. Heilman (Project Leader), Mr. 
3. Dorfler and Mr. D. Sinclair under the direction of Mr. N. Levine and Dr. 
C. Grelecki during the la t ter  half of the prograin and Mr. H. Krainman (P ro -  
ject Leader), Mr. W. Fischgrund, Mr. E. Conabee and Mr. M. Quinn under 
the direction of Mr. N. Levine and Mr. H. C. Pickering, J r .  during the initial 
half of the program. 
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ABSTRACT 
Developing a nitrogen tetroxide resistant positive expulsion bladder con- 
sisting of a laminated structure of electroformed gold and carboxy nitroso 
rubber (CNR) was the program objective. A formulation of CNR suitable for  
the application was defined. A satisfactory goldplating procedure was developed 
and defined. Development of an inter larninant adhesive sys tern included exten- 
s ive evaluation of state- of - the- a r t  adhesives, CNR liquid polymer and NR co- 
polymer, Resistance to delamination throughout five weeks exposure to  N204 
was demonstrated. Bond strengths of 3.6 pounds per  lineal inch (pli) were  
achieved with an NzOI compatible adhesive system. 
Variations in  bond streng:h affected by humidity, N204 vapor and liquid Nz04 
a r e  discussed. 
Development of a CNR coating technique for bladder fabric ation included 
evaluation of spraying and brush coating. Using brush coating procedures, com- 
pletely void f ree  CNR films were  fabricated. 
Four 6-inch diameter subscale bladders and one full scale RCS bladder were  
fabricated. 
Tests on subscale bladders included water expulsion tests and N204 expulsion 
tests; also 7-day N204 storase tests with no detrimental effects. 
Appendix I is a specification for  goldplating aluminum mandrels. 
Appendix I1 is a specification for fabricating an electrcr'ormed gold/CNR 
laminate bladder. 
Appendix TI1 is a specification for testing subscale and full scale bladders. 
Appendix IV is an index of intermediate program reports. 
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I. SUMMARY 
The requirement for a nitrogen tetroxide resistant positive expulsion 
bladder with essentially zero permeability has led to the investigation of an 
electroformed gold/carboxy nitroso rubber laminate for  this application. 
Hi-Si1 233 filled CNR ha8 been characterized for the Saturn V/S-IVB 
bladder. This formulation appears to be superior to Formulation A F - E -  110 
for bladder applications, Electroformed Sel-Rex Purogold 125 is suitable for  
a bladder l iner when used in a thickness of 0.002 inch (nominal). There is no 
known method of depositing gold directly on CNR with any degree of reliability. 
The gold film must therefore be electrodeposited on an aluminum mandrel 
which is dissolved following bladder fabr'lcation. 
Development of an adhesive system for bonding CNR to gold was com- 
pleted after extensive evaluation af systems utilizing state-of-the-art ad- 
hesives, CNR liquid polymer and NR copolymer. Adhesive bond strengths as  
high as 10 pounds per  lineal inch (pli) were achieved using epoxy systems but 
they did not have adequate compatibility with N204. Using CNR liquid polynler 
and NR copolymer systems which have excellent N204 compatibility, bond 
strengths of 3.6 pli were achieved. Resistance to delamination throughout five 
weeks exposure to Nt04 was demonstrated. 
Increases in adhesive bond strengths were  recorded, caused by exposure 
to high humidity prior to the cure cycle and by exposure to N204 vapor after 
being fully cured. 
During developmenb of a CNR coating technique for bladdell fabrication, 
both bpray 'coating and brush coating were evaluated. Spray coating is a 
faster  process but the resulting CNR films contained many voids. Using a 
brush coating procedure void f ree  CNR films were fabricated,. 
Two unsatisfactory 6-inch diameter subscale bladders were fabricated 
by spray coating. Two 6-inch subscale bladders and one full scale RCS 
bladder were fabi ka ted  by brush coating, all with . ~mple te ly  satisfactory 
CNR layers. The mandrels for the latter three blaci~.ers were goldplated by 
NAS A/MSF C. 
A satisfactory procedure for dissolving aluminum mandrels was de- 
veloped and demonstrated, using a solution of Oakite 130 caustic. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Expu l s io~~  bladders a re  the most  reliable and efficient device for meter -  
ing propellants into a rocket engine thrust chamber under zero gravity condi- 
tions. Elastomers a r e  ideally suited for tLis applicatiorr, however, until 
recently their use was limited due to the unavailability of materials with the 
requisite resistance to propellants such as nitrogen tetroxide. The development 
of carb0x.y nitroso rubber (CNR) by Thiokol-RMD was a major  milestone in this 
area. This material ,  which is  resistant to Nz04, was characterized for expul- 
sion bladder application in a company funded program and a subsequent USAF- 
AFML/NASA-MSFC jointly funded program. In the la t ter ,  CNR expulsion 
bladders closely approximating the Saturn V/S-IVb R CS configuration were 
successfully fabricated and tested. 
The desirability of an impermeable bladder for the Saturn V/S-IVB R CS 
application prompted the study of metal foil/CNH laminates in the aforementioned 
program. Since all polymeric materials a re  permeable to liquids and gases, the 
use of a flexible metallic liner is necessary to prevent permeation. Thiokol- 
RMD demonstrated the suitability of electroforrned gold/CNR laminates for zero 
permeability propellant storage although results were irnited by poor adhesion 
between CNR and gold. 
The objectives of this program a re  the fabrication and demonstration tes t -  
ing of composite electroformed gold/CNR sub- scale and full scale Saturn 
V/S-IVB N CS configuration bladders. In the execution of this goal, Thiokol- 
RMD set out to: 
1. Characte:ize the mater ial  properties of CNR, electroformed gold and 
.laminates thereof, lor  bladders for the Saturn V/S-IVB-LEM mission. 
2. Classify bladder failure modes. 
3 .  Determine design cr i te r ia  for both vertically and horizontally oriented 
bladders. 
4, Determine bladder safety margins, as 3ossible within the scope of the 
testing program. 
5. Demonstrate bladder characteristics when tested using N204. 
Work o : ~  this program was initiateu by ccntinuing the effort begun on the 
above program (Ref. 1).  Since it had been determined that CNR adheres to 
gold with a low bond strength, emphasis was placed upon developing a suitable 
inter-laminant adhesive or  a modificatio- to the gold surface that would produce 
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an adequate bond strength. Extensive evaluation studies were conducted 
with the conclusion that an c*~oxy system would be required to achieve high 
adhesive bend strengths. L -ice epoxies cannot withstand Nz04, considerable 
effort; were made to  improve their  compatibility through the use of fillers. 
A few of the screening tests appeared promising but ultimately proved to be 
unsatisfactory. Early attempts to  goldplate sub-scale mandrels produced in- 
consistent and unsatisfactory results. R efinement of the plating process and 
application of more rigorous process control yielded a satisfactory goldplated 
sub- scale mandrel. 
The evaluation of bladder fabrication techniques conducted during the 
foregoing program (Ref. 1) prompted the selection of two component a i r  spray 
coating as the technique to  be  used for building up the CNR film. Two sub- 
scale bladders were fabricated by this method, both of which had a sponge- 
like texture. 
By this time in the program history, i t  became apparent that because of 
delays and extended efforts due primarily to  adhesive development, the original 
scope of work could not be completed within the contracted funding limitations. 
A revised program plan was proposed, and all work was stopped from mid- 
May 1968 until mid- August 1968. During this t ime the program status and pro-  
posed plan were reviewed and revised. Funding limitations forced a reduction 
in program scope. NASA/MSFC assumed responsibility for  goldplating all sub- 
sequent mandrels. 
After resumption of work,emphasis was placed upon adhesive development, 
rescreening state-of-the- a r t  adhesives for compatible candidates and finally, 
working exclusively with CNR constituents which were known to  have excellent 
compatibility with Nz04. The best general performance was achieved using a 
"olution of NR copolymer for the adhesive. Adhesive bond strength varied sig- 
nificahtly, and i t  was not until very late in the program that the significance of 
exposure to  high humidity prior to curing was recognized. The final bladder 
fabricated was made under controlled humidity conditions and produced the 
highest adhesive bond strength achieved with fully compatible materials. 
After a brief attempt to improve a i r  spraying as a bladder fabrication 
technique, it was abandoned in favor of brush coating, which after some develop- 
ment, produced excellent results. Two sub-scale bladders and one full s ize  
bladder were fabrkated by brush coating. All were void free,  with uniform 
thickness and were high quality CNR films. 
Due to limitations in contracred fundin:, the program could not be com- 
pleted as projected. Many of the original objectives were realized, however 
a testing program using full size bladders could not be accomplished. 
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111. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 
1. Physical Properties 
The bladder l iners  were  electroformed using Purogold 125 
(Sel Rex Corporation, Nutley, N. J.) p'ating solution. The plated 
1:laterial is  99. 9% gold and has a dull yellow appearance. A 2 m i l  
thick plate of this inater ia l  i s  non-porous. Samples up to  1 mi l  
thick were  examined and found to have a tendency to porosity. 
Therefore, the bladder l iners were  fabricated with a minimum wall 
thickness of 2 mils. 
Tensile tes ts  were performed on 2 mi l  thick electroforms 
with the following results:  
Tensile Strength 4500 psi  
Elongation < 2@$ 
Early in the program, test  mater ia l  was prepared by laminat- 
ing electroformed gold to CNR using an epoxy adhesive (Shell 871 
and 828 cured with Resin Z). Fatigue testing was performed using 
a specilnen of this mater ia l  3" long x 1" wide, clamped Letween the 
jaws of an Instron tes ter .  The specimen was cycled between a 10' 
and 180' fold (gold inside the fold) angle until the gold foil began to 
crack. Incipient cracking began at  500 cycles. There was no 
evidence of delamination between the gold and CNR. 
S t ress  fatigue testing was performed using dumbbell shaped 
specimens cut f rom the same material .  The specimens were  clamped 
between the j? rs of the Instron tes te r  and subjected to extension 
cycling stressing up to  50% of the measured breaking strength of the 
gold followed by relaxing to insure all  s t r e s s  had been removed. 
The s t r k s  fatigue specimens were cycled an average of 50 times 
beiore cracks appeared in the gold. 
In a former  AFML/MSFC bladder program (Ref. l ) ,  an ex- 
tensive characterization of CNR was CNR formulation 
( A F -  E- 11 0) i-ncorporated a si l ica filler with silicone oil dispersed 
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on the surface (Silstone 1 10). Toward the end of that program, 
when large all-CNR bladders (similar to the RCS configuration) 
were spray fabricated, it  was found that a silica filler (Hi-Sil 233) 
substituted for Silstone 110 yielded a superior product. Since the 
CNR was to be applied to the bladder by spray coating, the rnodi- 
fied formulation was used. During the initial phase of this program, 
the new formulation was characterized and is summarized in 
Table I. While having the same tensile and hardness characteris - 
tics as AF-E- 11 0, the modified for1 ~ulat ion has improved elonga- 
tion and tear strength ( AFE- 1 10: elongation - 300$, tear strength - 
13 1 lb/in). Volume swell tests (ASTM-D-1460) were performed at 
1 6 0 ' ~  to evaluate NzOI compatibility of the new formulation. In 
this test, volume swell is measured with the specimen completely 
immersed in N204 in a sealed tube. The resultant value ( 4 ~ )  
agrees with that for AF-E-110 (Ref. 1). In addition, most of the 
swelling occurred during the first hour of immersion which is 
typical for all N204- resistant CNR formulations. It i s  therefore 
concluded that this formulation has the same Nz04 resistance charac- 
teristics as AF-E- 1 10. 
TABLE I 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 
COMPRESSION MOLDED CNR 
Ingr edient phr 
-
CNR 
Hi-Sil 233 
Chromium Trifluoroacetate 
_ - _ - - e - - - -  - -  
cure-  hr!~ 
post cure- h r / ~  
_ _ -  _ -  _ _ - -  - - - - -  
Tensile Strength 
Elongat ion 
20% Modulus 
Hardness - Shore A 
Tear Strength 
Volume Swell (ASTM-D-1460)- 
NZOC/72 hours/l BO'F 
1460 psi 
450$ 
760 psi 
70 Durometer 
2 1 0 lb/in 
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Early in the development, CNR films were  fabricated by a i r  
spraying techniques. In preparing the spray solution, mi l l  mixed 
CNR and Hi-Sil 233 a r e  dissolved in  a mixed solvent- system consist- 
ing of FC-77, 1, 3-di(trifluoromethy1) benzene and FC-43 in a 
45:40:15 weight ratio. Solids content of the solution was maintained 
at  7.5 t o 8 . 9 .  The CTA curat ivewas dissolved i n a  1:l m i x t ~ r e  
of MEK ana diethyl ether t o  yield a 13$ solution. A two component 
spray gun was used to  prevent rapid gelling which occurs when the 
rubber/filler and curative solutions a r e  mixed (gel1 t ime l e s s  than 
one hour). The solutions were  metered t o  attain the proper rubber/ 
filler/curative rat io  in the dr ied f i l m .  Tensile tes ts  with sprayed 
CNR f i l m .  (Hi-Sil 233 filled) 0,025 in. thick (anticipated bladder 
thickness) oven cbred through the same  cycle a s  in Table I yielded 
the following results: 
Tensile Strength 1420 p s i  
E l o ~ g  ation 
Hardness 
40% 
70 Shore A Durometer 
These values a r e  consistent with those for  the compression molded 
s-ples. The bladder fabrication technique ultimately used was 
brush coating (painting). Tensile strength of painted CNR films 
ranged above 1500 psi. These fi lms and their  properties a r e  dis-  
cussed further in  Section 111. A. 4. 
Formulations of the CNR pr imer  and coating solutions selected 
for bladder fabrication a r e  given in  Table 11. 
TABLE I1 
PRLMER AND COATING SOLUTIONS 
FOR BLADDER FABRICATION Phr  
-
PRIh4EH: CNR Coating Solution 105 (RMD dwg. 318501-105) 
(6  Coats) 
CNR 8.34 pbw 100 
Hi-Sil 233 1.66 pbw 
T r  iSolvent Blend 90.00 pbw 
Nitroso Copolymer Gum Solution 80 p a r t s p u n d r e d  Solln. 105 
Nitroso. Copolymer Gum 10.00 pbw 
Tr  iSolvent Blend 90.00 phw 
Chromium Trifluoroacetate ( CTA) Solution 
CT A 10.00 pbw .3.6 
Tetrahydrofuran (THF) 90.00 pbw 
COATING: CNR Coating Solution 105 ( s r e  above) 
CTA Solution ( see  abovc) 
CTA 2.5 
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Y m p l  e Cure 
; .do. 
-+i- 
Cycle 
-
Following evaporation of the t ris olvent blend the remaining con- 
stituents essentially duplicate those given in Table I. N204 resis tance is 
therefore equivalent and other properties a r e  at  least  representative. 
The ultimate pr imer material used to  fabricate bladders was a 
blend of CNR 105 solution with 80 phr of copolymer gum. To demonstrate 
the absorptive characterii t ics of the cured pr imer  mater ial  when ex- 
posed to water and the mandrel dissolving solution, small  samples of 
cured pr imer mater ial  were  prepared. Four different cures  were  used 
as  defined in Table 111. Samples were soaked in water and a 1 lb/gallon 
solution of Oakite 130 for ten days. The weight gain is tabulated in 
Table 111. 
TABLE I11 
Absorption Characteristics of Cured P r i m e r  Material 
Water Soak Oakite 130 Soak 
Before After 
- 
Gain Before After 
-
Gain 
%t. --m ~ t .  - g m  ~ t . - g m  ~ t . - g m  & $ 
1 Air dry - 2 wks. ,548 .644 .096 17.5 .377 .390 .013 3-45 
2 A i r  dry - 12 hrs. ,370 .431 .061 16.5 .495 .513 .018 3.64 
2 0 0 ' ~  - 2 hrs. 
2 2 5 ' ~  - 2 hrs. 
- 2 5 0 ' ~  - 1 hr. 
3 0 0 ' ~  - 1 hr. 
3 Air dry - 12 hrs. .396 .458 .062 15.7 .443 
2 2 5 ' ~  - 2 hrs. 
2 5 0 ' ~  - ,1 hr. 
4 Air dry - 12 hrs. .355 .412 ,057 16.0 .476 
2 2 5 ' ~  - 1 hr. 
2 5 0 ' ~  - 2 hr. 
3 0 0 ' ~  - 1.5 hr. 
To demonstrate swell characteristics in water of typical bladder 
material  (rlibber film only), a s t r ip  sample 50 m m  long x 0. 250 wide x 
,019 thick was soaked for 13 days at room temperature. The increase 
in length was 3$: (1. 5 mm). 
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2. Adhesive Development 
The sound adhesion of CNR to  the electroformed gold liner mater ia l  
i s  an extremely crit ical  factor in developing a reliable laminate bladder. CNR 
and gold bond poorly when only standard cleaning and/or surface roughening 
techniques a r e  used. An intermediate pr imer,  adhesive or  modified metail ic 
surface is  necessary to develop sufficient adhesion to survive the dynamics of a 
bladder during expulsion. Furthermore the inter-layer must  be compatible 
with Nz04. It is collceivable that minor damage to the foil could result  in com- 
plete delamination of the rubber, impaired expulsion performance, or possible 
contamination of the propellant. 
From the beginning of the program it was apparent that finding an 
adhesive to bond to CNR was not a problem, but finding an adhesive that would 
bond well to gold and have the other desirable characteristics,  was the principal 
problem to be solved. 
The possibility of modifying the gold liner surface by application of 
a secondary, m o r e  active metal was investigated in other progranls. Approaches 
such as  vacuum plating aluminum and flame spraying various metals did not im- 
prove adhesion. The use of brass  as a coating on the gold to present a m o r e  
active surface to the CNR was evaluated and found to produce peel strengths 
less  than 1 pli. The investigation of secondary metal interlayers was therefore 
discontinued in favor of the more  promising adhesive bonding approach. 
An.investigation of liquid nitroso rubber polymer as an adhesive 
was performed. Dicyclopentadiene dioxide (DPD) was used as a curative for 
the liquid polymer. DPD-cured CNR has been shown previously to be resistant 
to Nz04. Initial scr.eening tests with DPD cured liquid nitroso rubber (1400 mol. 
wt.) irldicated that it adhered to gold. Peel test results, while at a relatively 
low level (approximately 2 pli) occurred cohesively in the liquid polymer layer. 
The layer,  which was tacky, did not appear to be sufficiently cured. On the 
basis of a subsequent cure study, the effort was discontinued when it became 
apparent that a sufficiently cured material  could not be obtained. 
An intensive study of Teflon, epoxies and phenolic resins as bonding 
agents was conducted; also a Thiokol-RMD hutyl formulation 11 2, which has a 
short-term resistahce. to N204. While many of these solution coatings had pre-  
viously demonstrated sound adhesion to aluminum foil, peel tests with gold 
yielded values that were moderate to low with the exception of the epoxies. 
Poor adhesion was the principal reason for abandoning most of the candidates. 
Additional work was pursued with epoxies since they had proved to be the most  
satisfactory adhesive for  bonding CNR to gold. Miller Stephenson X-71 with 
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Shell Resin Z catalyst had yielded the best results. Initially, specimens were 
prepared by brush coating the adhesive on cleaned and roughened gold and 
then spraying CNR to full thickness. Laminates made by this method had a 
peel strength of 8 to 9 pounds per lineal inch (pli) with failure occurring par-  
tially at the epoxy/gold interface and at the epoxy/CNR interface. 
In order to evaluate NZ04 permeability, laminates were prepared 
and mounted in specially designed permeability cups (Ref. 1). The gold side 
of the specimen was in contact with Nz04 while the rub' 2r side was exposed to 
. a gently flowing nitrogen gas stream. The gas s t ream, containing NZ04, was 
bubbled through a standardized O.5N NaOH solution which reacts with the Nz04 
to form nitrate and nitrite salts. Nz04 permeation can then be calculated from 
the residual NaOH content of the solution by titrating i t  with hydrochloric acid. 
Tests were performed at 70'' over a period of 72 hours. There was no ob- 
servable permeation through any of the samples (including one that had a pin- 
hole cut in the foil). Upon completion of the test ,  the pinholed sample was de- 
laminated and the adhesive had been degraded by the NzO,. The unperforated 
foil samples were in good condition. 
It was apparent that epoxy alone did. not ha.ve adequate Nz04 re-  
sistance, so, in order to  improve compatibility, the adhesive was filled with 
finely pulverized cured CNR. Peel strengths in the 8-9  pii range were again 
obtained, As a screening test ,  CNR/gold laminates of this type were im- 
mersed in N204.for 2 4  hours and there was no evidence of delamination. After 
degassing, peel strength was evaluated and there was no loss. A pinholed Sam- 
ple was subsequently permeation tested for 14 days at 7 0 ' ~ .  During this period, 
permeation was too low for detection. The CNR was only slightly swcllen in 
the a rea  adjacent to the pinhole in the foil and ;he bond was not affected by the 
prolonged exposure to the propellant, 
Based on the encouraging results achieved k i th  the CNR-filled 
epoxy adhesive two 6-inch subscale bladders were fabricated using that ad- 
hesive system. The f i rs t  was unsatisfactory because of a goldplating problem 
and it was not until the second unit was completed and tested that dissatisfaction 
with the adhesive was clearly recognized. At this point a revised program plan 
was prepared and submitted to NASA followed by a three month program shut- 
down. When the t 'stop worktt order was lifted, adhesive development resumed, 
concentrating on a-back-up adheslve system based on the use of liquid CNR 
polymer. 
In an exhaustive screening effort, a ser ies  of lap shear tests. were  
conducted using samples to evaluate a variety of surface preparations, surface 
platings, state-of-the- a r t  adhesives, and pr imers  in conjunction with CNR 
liquid polymer. Those candidate adhesive materials that showed promise were  
used to prepare a ser ies  of test  samples io r  peel strength testing. These Sam- 
ples were all prepared by bonding cured CNR to goldplated stainless steel 
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strips,  and also to gold foil, using the candidate adhesives. Based on the 
test  results obtained, several candidates were further evaluated on peel tes t  
samples and delamination test samples prepared in a manner simulating the 
fabrication of bladder material. The sample coupons were  cut f rom 0.005 thk. 
gold sheet, 0.S1I wide for peel tests and 2" (diameter) round for delamination 
tests. All coupons were roughened with 120 gri t  emery paper, washed with 
acetone and hot a i r  dried pr ior  to applying the primer.  Peel and delamination 
test  samples were made utilizing each of the proinising candidates selected. 
These sarnplas were coated with CNR using a single component, p ressure-  
feed, air-spray gun. The CNR film produced on these samples had a spongy 
texture similar to that previously produced on this program. This will be dis- 
cussed later under "Coating Technique. None of the results were encouraging 
except that tin plate did exhibit the expected good compatibility with Nz04. 
Follow-up s tr ip  and disc samples were made applying tin plate to roughened 
gold foil and CNR coating, except this time by brush coating instead of by 
spraying, to a film thickness of 0. 01 2". The strength of this s ~ m p l e  was low 
(0. 55 pli), but it successfully withstood a 7-day delamindtion test  with no 
detrimental effects. 
Results of the foregoing tests (Ref. 2) conclusively showed that 
good compatibility of the pr imer with Nz04 is a more  crit ical  requirement than 
high peel strength. Subsequent mater ial  evaluations were therefore initiated 
from a condition of known good compatibility. 
A ser ies  of peel test  samples were prepared utilizing CNR Solu- 
tions 102 and 105 ( dash numbers to RMD Dwg, 31 8501 - see  Ref, B) as  des- 
cribed in Table IV. All cozting was applied by brushing with 10 min. drying 
time between coats. Curing was done in a circulating a i r  oven, 
The results given in Table IV suggested that tin plate does not en- 
hance' peel strength and it was therefore eliminated as a pr imer agent. 
A set  of peel test  s a m ~ l e s  were prepared with a variety of pr imers  
as detailed in Table V. All but the f i r s t  pr imer were basically CNR 105 coat- 
ing solution (.RMD Dwg. 3 18501 - 105). A l l  CNR coating was done by brushing, 
applying the coats at ten minute intervals. Curing consisted of an overnight 
air  dry, followed by oven curing 2 hours at 225'~ and 1 hour at 2 5 0 ' ~ .  Prepa- 
ration of gold foil s t r ips  consisted of roughening with 120 grit  emery, acetone 
cleaning and air  d?ying. 
The CNR film using pr imer "C': in Table V produced the highest 
peel stzength and -was therefore selected as the leading candidate, T::ro delamina- 
Lion disc samples were  prepared using the same procedure 3s for Sample; 
No. 4 and 5 in Table IV and were put into test. After seven days exposuke to 
Nz04 the f i rs t  disc exhibited no delamination. This sar&le i s  shown later  - 
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T A B L E  IV 
GOLL)/CNR ADJlESION (PEEL) TESTS 
CNR Film 
Sample Thickness P e e l  Strength 
Sample Descript ion No. (in. ) ( PI j.) 
A.' Gold sheet  (. 005): 1 coat 102 1 0.01 1 0. 70 
solution; 37 coats 105 solution; 2 0.012 0 ,68  
5 phr  CTA curative; overnight 3 0.01 1 not tes ted  
air dry; 2 hrs.  @ 2 2 5 ' ~ ;  1 hr. 
@ 2 5 0 ' ~  
B. Tin plated gold sheet: 1 coat 4 
102 solution; 37 coats 105 5 
solution; 5 Phr CTA curative; 6 
s a m e  cu re  a s  "A1' 
C. Matte finish gold electroplate, t in 7 
plated: 1 coat 102 solution; 37 8 
coats 105 solution; 5 ghr  CTA 9 
curative; s&e cure  a s  "A" 
D. Gold Sheet: .6 coats 102 solution; 10 
3 0  coats 105 solution; 2. 5 p h r  C'TA 11 
curative; a i r  dry over weekend; 2 
h r s .  @ 2 2 5 ' ~ ;  1 hr. @ 2 5 0 " ~  
E. Gold sheet; 30 coats 105 solution; 12  
2.5 phr CTA curative;  same c u r e  13 
as "Dl' 
F. Tin plated gold sheet; coated same 14 
as  f t E 1 t  15 
G. Tin plated gold sheet; 3 coats 105 16 
solution blended with 20 phr 17 
copolymer solution; 30 coats 
1'35 solution; 2. 5 phr CTA cura -  
tive; same c u r e  as "Dl1 
0.49 
0. 55 
not tes ted  
0. 70 
0.62 
not tes ted  
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under I1Delamination Testing. l 1  Note that the re  i s  a slight lightening of 
color directly behind the pinhole but no detrlmeiital character is t ics .  The 
second disc  completed seven days of test ing with s imi la r  resul ts .  
TABLE V 
GOLD/CNR ADHESION (PEEL) TESTS 
P r i m e r  
A. ,23 00 Silane 1 O$ solution in  de- 
natured alcohol; one brush coat; 
cured. 15 min. @ 3 0 0 ' ~  
CNR Fi lm 
No. Thickness Pee l  Strength 
S amp1 e (in. ) 
.- (p l i  ) 
B. CNP 105 solution, w/BO phr  (solids) 2 0 ,015 0. 96 
F reon  E-9,  curat ive - 3 . 6  phr CTA; 3 0.013 1.00 
3 brush  coats 
C. CNR 105 solution, w/80 phr  (solids) 4 0.017 1.20 
Nitrcjso copolymer gum, curative - 5 0.016 1. 50 
3.6 phr CTA; 3 brush coats 
D. CNR 115 solution, w/80 phr  ( solids) 6 0.018 0. 70 
CNR liquid polymer; 3 brush  coats 7 0.015 0. 54 
Note: CNR f i lm was built up with 38 brush coats of CNR 105 solution 
at  10 minute intervals;  curat ive,  2.5 phr CTA. 
Because it remains  uncured, the nitroso copolymer s e rve s  2s s 
tackifier and i s  capable of being m o r e  readily defoi-: . rind elongated than 
cured CNR. It was rostulated t t d t  this type of ma t e r i a l  would bond to  b ~ t h  
gc:~'.  ;..la ~ ~ L J s  and s e rve  a s  a link between the two interfaces.  
To  evaluate the eifect of varying the amount of copolymer used, a 
se t  of peel t e s t  samples was p r e ~ a r e d  with copolymer var ied  f rom 40 to 100 phr. 
Details and peel  stWrengths a r e  given in  Table VI. l t  is of in leres t  that a l l  sam- 
ples exce?t No. 1 and No. 2 peeled in an intermittent  fashion, cycling between 
cohesive and adhes ive.failure. Cohesive fa i lure  occurred at  the interfac e 
between pr imer  coats x.d  straight  CNR. The optunurn quantity of copolymer 
appeared to  be  80 phr. 
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TABLE VI 
(;DLD/CNR ADHESION (PEEL) TESTS 
CNR Film 
S amp1 e 
-
Thickness Pee l  Strength 
No. Tin.)-- ( ~ l i  ) 
A. CNR 105 solution, w/4C phr  1 
( s d i d s )  Nitr oso copolymer gum; 2 
3 . 6  phr CTA curative; 6 b rush  
coats 
B. Same as "A" except w/80 phr co- 3 
polymer 4 
C. Same as  "A" except w/100 phr 5 
copolymer 6  
D. CNR 102 solution, w 80 phr co- / 7 
polymer; 3 . 6  phr CTA curative; 8 
6 b rush  coats 
Note: CNR film wxs built up with 36 coats of CNR 105 solution; 
2 .  5 phr CTA curative; overnight a i r  dry;  oven cure  2 h r s ,  
@ 2 2 5 ' ~ ;  1 hr.  @ 2 5 0 ' ~  
The adhesive sys tem selected to  be  used fo r  fabricating the "A" 
six-inch bladder was therefore  the CNR 105 solution with ni t roso copolymer 
gum added. A sumrr~ary  of the formulations of p r i m e r  and coatings is  given 
in Table XI. 
One delamination t es t  sample  and two peel  t e s t  samples  were  fab- 
ricated along with six-inch Bladder "A, ' I  using the s ame  solutions and c u r e  
cycle. The delamination t es t  sample  was made with a two-inch diameter  
piece of 0. 005 inch thick gold foil. The two peel samples  w e r e  made  with the  
1 x 4 inch gold plate coupons f u r c i ~ h e d  by NASJjMSF'C: witn the '-A" mandrel .  
Thickness of the f i lm applied to  each sample was 0.01 9 inches. 
The delamination tes t  was  performed as  descr ibed under "Delamina- 
tion Testing" exposing the CNR film to  Nz04 through a hole in the gold foil f o r  
seven days. No delamination occurred.  
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The peel strengths obtained when the samples were pulled at 
2 inches/minute were 2.1 and 2. 0 pli. 
To document the t x15ct on peel strength of prolonged exposure to 
Nz04 vapor and liquid, a ser ies  nf samples were made using gold foil s t r ips  
reclaimed from prior tests. The film was built up of pr imer and coating solu- 
tions as specified in Table VI. For  two of the samples the amount of copoly- 
m e r  blended into the pr imer was varied as shown from the 80 phr standard. 
Each sample was tested "as made, " peeling only enough to obtain a reliable 
reading. Then all were stored for seven days in dense N 2 0 4  vzipors at room 
temperature and again tested. They were  then stored for four days submerged 
ic liquid N204 at room temperature and again tested. Table VII shows the r e -  
a i~ l t s  obtained. 
TABLE VII 
Long Term N z 0 4  Exposure Peel Tests 
,. ., Peel Stre-:&hs (pli) 
CNR Film After.N204 After N201 
A NO, Pr imer  ~ h k .  (in. ) @s Made z p o r  Soak Liquid Soak 
1 CNR 1 05 solution 0.012 0. 84 1. 23 1.94 
w/70 phr copolymer 
g- 
2. CNR 105 solution 0.013 1.20 1.21 1.36 
w/80 phr copolymer 
g- 
3 , CNR 105 solution 0.615 0. 94 1. 51 1.60 
~ 1 . 9 0  phr copolymer 
g- 
The peel strengths in the "as made" conditioc were lower than ex- 
pected for reasons that were not understood at the time. It is significant that 
peel strengths increased with exposure to Nz04  vapors and liquid. This rein- 
forced previous data indicating the excellent compatibility of the adhesive sys- 
tem with N204 and increased confidence that a biadder can withstand multi- 
cycling i f  the expulsion volume is  held t? 9 <---\.lest level. 
To continue the evaluation of the effect on peel strengtk of prolonged 
exposure to N204 vapor and liquid, the samples fabricated with Bladder I1Bft 
(on goldplate coupons slapplied with Mandrel t tBti)  were  peel tested Itas made, 
after six days storage in dense Nz04 vapors at room temperature, and after 
seven additional days storage in liquid N,04 at room temperature. Table YLlI 
shows the results obtained. Note Sample No. 1 was peeled completely 
"as made. " 
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TABLE VIlI 
Long Term Nz04 Exposure Peel Tests 
Peel Strengths ( pli) 
After N2Q mter N ~ U 4  
Sample No. As Made Vapor Soak Liquid Soak 
The peel strengths in the "as made" condition again were lower than expected. 
This will be discussed further later. It i s  noteworthy, however, that peel 
strength is increased with exposure to  N2G4. Thus if the "as made" peel 
strength can be '-nproved, then multicycling of a bladder can be  realized with 
confidence. 
To more  fully evaluate the characteristics of a bladder when ex- 
posed to N204 for time periods longer than those used during bladder tests,  a 
long term storage test  using samples was devised. A ser ies  of six 1 :: 4 inch 
samples werc- prepared, four using goldplate coupons (on 0.062 inch a: rninurn 
plate) and two using 0.002 inch gold foil. Six coats of pr imer solution a L d  32 
coats of CNR 105 coating solution were applied (producing a final rubber thick- 
ness of 0.012 inches), and the cure cycle was the same as for Eladder "B. " 
A short length of each sample was peel tested to document original conditions. 
They were then installed in a test chamber, three samples submerged in 
liquid NzO, and three samples suspended in NZO, vapors. The chamber was 
stored at room temperature for 5 weeks which was as long as could be accomo- 
dated within the remaining program life prior to sample retrieval and examina- 
tion. . Table IX shows the results obtained after peel testing. 
It was noted that each of the samples soaked in liquid Nz04 had de- 
laminated along the edge by an amount varying from 10 to 3 9  of the sample 
width. There were no such indications on the vapor soaked samples. It is  
believed that the delamination is an "edge effect" amplified by the coupon con- 
figuration. As the CNR swells due to N204 absorption, a s t r e s s  is  applied to  
the gold/adhesive i~ te r face .  As the bond strength is  diminished by continued 
submersion in Nz04, adhesive fail.ure initiates at the coupon edge, the point 
of greatest s t ress ,  and progresses inward. This probably is not representative 
of a bladder where a similar co:~figuration could not exist. There is one other 
possible idluence contributing to the decreasing bond strength . . . nitric acid. 
Xt has been shown that concentrated nitric acid can cause delamination in a 
relatively short time ( less  than 16 hours). There was no effort made t'b docu- 
r e n t  the water content of the Nz04 in the test  chamber. ' I t  i s  possible that 
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significant percentages of water could have been picked up from the laboratory 
air  during the "uncovered" chamber periods. The dilute nitric acid thus 
formed might have helped to degrade the bond. 
TABLE IX 
Long Term Nz04  Exposure Peel  Tests 
Peel Strength ( pli) -..- 
After 5 week After 5 week 
Sample No. As Made Nz04 Vapor Soak N,04 Liquid Soak 
C 
. . 
1 (plate) 1.51 
2 (plate) 1.50 
3 (foil) 
4 (plate) 
5 (plate) 
6 (foil) 
1.87 peak 
1.75 avg. 
1. 94 peak 
1.75 avg. 
0. 90 peak 
0.84 avg. 
0.64 peak 
0.60 avg. 
1.00 peak 
1.00 avg. 
0.49 peak 
0.43 avg. 
It was reported in Table VI  that peel strengths of 2.5 pli had 
been achieved with the specific pr imer  that was subsequently used to fabri- 
cate Bladders "A" and "B" plus a number of peel test  specimens. Peel 
strengths obtained with samples fabricated with Bladder ''A" were 2. 0 and 2.1 
pli; further peel strengths of samples made l ~ t e r  were 1.2 pli and lower. 
Peel strengths obtained on the three samgles fabricated with Bladder "B" 
averaged 0. 74 pli. 
This variation of peel strength had been observed for  several 
months but had been attributed exclusively to pr imer  formulation. Now 
since the pr imer ,was fixed, it was apparent that other parameters  were 
also influential. P r io r  to  fabricating the RCS bladder, screening tests were 
made to evaluate the effects of the following: humidity, aging of pr imer solu- 
tion, modifications to'the pre-cure drying cycle, and others dependent upcin 
progressive results. 
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Daily humidity records were procured froin nearby Picatinny 
Arsenal and checked for possible significant humidity correlatioil with sample 
and bladder fabrication dates. No f i rm conclusion could be drawn from these 
data. There were two o r  three instances of good peel t e s t  data correlating 
with high humidity but these wer,e balanced by poor peel tes t  data again cor- 
relating with high humidity, Furthermore, the relative humidity on the days 
when Bladders A and B were fabricated was moderately low. Yet, the peel 
tes t  data representing these bladders was significantly divergent. It was 
decided to prepare peel tes t  samples and expose them to high and low humidity, 
before, during and after brush coating in order to a c h i e v ~  a better understand- 
ing of the humidity effects. 
In all, 120 peel test  samples were  prepared to evaluate the following 
parameters prior to fabrication of the RCS bladders: humidity effects, aging 
of pr imer solution, aging of copolymer solution, drying time effects, cure 
time effects, amount of copolymer used in pr imer solution, amount of CTA 
curative used in pr imer solution, amount of Hi-Sil 233 used in pr imer  solution, 
and surface cleaning method of reused gold foil. Approximately 8!5$ of the 
test  data yielded peel values of 0. 55 to 1. 50 pli. The remaining 15$ of the 
data ranged from 1.50 to  2, $0 pli. The following conclusions were drawn from 
this ser ies  of peel tests: 
a, . Humidity Effects 
Exposure to high humidity for an extended period pr ior  to  the 
oven cure cycle enhanced adhesive bond strength but not under all 
conditions. Samples in which the pr imer contained 80, 125, and 
175 phr copolymer were prepared and air-dried 1 and 5 hours fol- 
lowed by exposure to  high humidity for 12 hours prior to oven cure. 
For  the 80 and 125 phr copolymer samples there was little improve- 
ment in peel strength, and air  drying : or  5 hours made no difference. 
For  the 175 phr copolymer samples, the peel strength was not in- 
creased significantly when a i r  dried 5 hours pr ior  to humidity ex- 
posure, however it nearly doubled when air  dried only 1 hour pr ior  
to high humidity exposure. This significant increase was demon- 
strated on three separate batches of samples. The batch test  
average-s ran 1. 9, 1.9 and 2.4 pli. It was noted after oven curing 
that the high humidity samples had a somewhat olive color as op- 
posed to the low humidity samples which bore the characteristic 
green hue. 
b. Aging of Pr imer  Soluti .~n 
Comparative samples were made using CTA curative solution 
that was freshly mixed and solution that was two weeks old. There 
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were  resul ts  that favored each of the solutions, s o  the conclusion 
mus t  be  drawn that the age of the curative solution has  no effect 
on peel strength within the t ime limitations exarnineci. 
c. Aging of Copolymer Solution 
Comparative sarhples were  made using copolymer solution 
that was f reshly compounded vs copolymer solution that was severa l  
months old. Test  results  showed no discernible difference in  peel  
strength, indicating that solution age was not a factor. 
d ,  Drying Time Effects 
The only significant drying t ime effects noted were  those men-  
tioned above in conjunction with high humidity exposed samples.  
Those which were  a i r  dried for  one hour p r io r  t o  the humidity soak 
had significantly higher peei strength than those a i r  dr ied fo r  five 
hours p r io r  to the humidity soak. 
e, Curing Time Effects 
Two samples were  oven cured for  two hours at 2 2 5 ' ~  plus th ree  
hours at  2 5 0 ' ~  in-itead of the established standard 1/225. 2/250 cu re  
cycle. Peel  tes t  values were  identical to those recorded by s imi la r  
samples cured per  the established standard. This therefore i s  not 
considered to  be  a factor. 
f .  Amount of Copolymer in P r imer  Solution 
Comparative peel tes t  samples were  made varying the amount 
of copolymer solution used in the pr imer  solution by the following 
amounts. Each value represents par ts  pe r  hundred of Solution 105: 
70, 80, 100, 125, 150, 175 and 200. Peel  strengths were  approxi- 
mately equal for 70, 80, 100 and 125 par t s  per  hundred. Pee l  
strengths for these samples averaged 1.0 t o  1.2 pli. With 150 
par t s  per  hundred copolymer, an approximate 50% increase  in peel  
strength was observed. With both 175 and 200 par t s  p e r  hundred, 
approx&ately 10% increase  in peel strength was observed, yield- 
ing peel' s trengths that ranged from 1.74 to  2. 7 pli. Additional 
samples we-re prepared using 175 par t s  per  hundred copolymer, 
yielding peel  strengths which duplicated the values shown above. 
They consistently showed higher strengths than the 80 pa r t s  pe r  
hundred samples. The peel strength of 80 phr mater ia l  shown in  
Table VI could not be duplicated in this s e r i e s  of tests .  The con- 
clusion was that the amount of c ~ ? o l y m e r  soli t ion to be used in the 
p r imer  for fabricating the RCS bladder should be 175 pa r t s  copolymer 
per  hundred par t s  Solution 105. 
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g, Amount of CTA Curative Used in Pr imer  Solution 
Peel tes t  samples were  made, varying the amount of CTA 
curative used in the pr imer from the standard amount, i. e . ,  3 . 6  phr, 
to 6% excess and 200$ excess. Test results indicated some varia- 
tion, but the conclusion reached was that peel strength was not en- 
hanced or  degraded by having excess curative available. It was fur- 
ther concluded to continue using the established standard amount. 
h , Amount of Zi-Sil 233 Used in P r imer  Solution 
Hi-Sil 233 is a constituent of Solution 105 in the amount of 
20 phr. A ser ies  of tes t  samples were prepared in which 10 and 
20 phr (by solids) Hi-Sil 233 was added to the copolymer gum solu- 
tion pr ior  to  blending with 105 solution. Little if any difference was 
noted on peel tests of samples using 10 parts  of Hi.-Sil 233.  On sarn- 
ples made of 20 parts of Hi-Sil 233, consistent values of 1.6 to  2.0 
pli  were recorded, and the values were unusually steady. The fail- 
u r e  in each case was cohesive leaving a white film on both the gold 
foil and the rubber. Despite the increased level, this was concluded 
to be undesirable since it represented the maximum peel strength 
that could be achieved with such a formulation. The consistent per-  
formance was attractive but it appeared that there was no potential 
for increasing the peel strength already recorded. No additional 
Hi-Sil was therefore added to the pr imer solution for the RCS 
bladder. 
i, Surface Cleaning Methods of Reused Gold Foil 
Because of the many peel test  samples required, it was a 
necessity that the %old foil strips be cleaned and reused. F rom 
time to time some str ips  were cleaned in nitric acid, since it was 
quite effective in removing residual attached rubber, although most  
of the s t r ips  were cleaned by soaking in acetone. In either case, 
soaking was followed by a vigorous mechanical brushing, then scoring 
using 120 grit  emery followed by an acetone wipe and a i r  drying. To 
evaluate the effects of each cleaning method, comparative samples 
were prepared, some by solvent cleaning and some by acid cleaning. 
An analysis of the test  results indicated that the cleaning method was 
not significant to the variations in  peel strength. 
It is significant, particularly in view of the results achieved with the 
RCS bladder, that on none of the 120 samples prepared in the foregoing ser ies  
wa; any blistering noted following oven curing of the samples. 
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An outgrowth of the abolle ~ i - ~ d y  was that the following modifications 
would be implemented when fabrica;lng the RCS bladder: the amount of nitroso 
copolymer gum used in the pr imer  solution would be increased from 80 to 
175 parts per hundred of Solution 105; following completion of the coating opera- 
tion, a i r  drying would be limited to one hour to  be followed by high humidity 
storage for 10 to  12 hours; the standard oven cure  cycle would be  retained with 
no change. 
A summary of the pr imer and coating solutions as well as the cure 
cycle to  be used for the RCS bladder is  given in Table X .  Also included a r e  
some mechanical properties that were taken from pe-1 sample material. 
Following the fabrication of the R CS bladder and completion of the 
cure  cycle as  described in la ter  sections of this report ,  a 1" wide s t r ip  was 
cut from the body of the bladder and a peel test  performed. Stable values of 
3.6 pli were recorded; cohesive failure was observed in the pr imer  coat 
(rather than adhesive failure at the goldplate/prirner interface). It was the 
best example of adhesive system performance produced on the program. 
3. Mandrel Dissolving 
The mandrels used for fabricating the subscale and RCS size bladders 
on this program were made from 11 00-0 grade aluminum. The final operation in 
producing a bladder is  to dissolve away the aluminum mandrel and leave the 
laminated bladder intact. RMDt s experience on ear l ier  programs (Ref. 1) 
emphasized the critical nature of this operation and the potential dangers that 
exist when handling a bladder that contains a partially dissolved mandrel. Pa r -  
tially dissolved aluminum particles may have razor-sharp projections which can 
cut the bladder mater ial  durlng hardling. Another hazard to be overcome is 
that the solution used to dissolve away the mandrel may be detrimental to the 
CNR material. 
Dissolving aluminum mandrels was therefore divided into two efforts: 
f i rs t ,  to determine the optimum selection of chemicals to  be used for dissolving 
the mandrel, alld second, to develop the procedure for handling the bladder dur- 
ing the dissolution process, 
A l i terature search was conducted, followed by a discussion with 
technical personna  at Alcoa Research Center. Eight different chemicals were 
compared to determine the z ~ t ~  or' attack on aluminum weld rod and the effect 
of these chemicals on.-the physical properties of CNR, Tests were performed 
using samples of CNR from two different batches, The r e s ~ l t s  of these tests 
a r e  summarized in Table XI, 
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TABLE X 
PRIMER AND COATING SOLUTIONS FOR RCS BLADDER 
. h r  edients 
PRIMER: CNR Coating Solution 105 
(RMD Dwg, .3 18501 - 105) ( 6  Coats) 
CNR 
Hi-Sil 233 
Tri-Solvent Blend 
P h r  
. -
8.34 pbw 100 
1.66 pbw 20 
90.00 pbw 
Nitroso Copolymer Gum Solution 175 p a r t s p u n d r e d  Soln. 105 
Nitroso Copolymer G u n  10.00 pbw 
Trisolvent  Blend 90.00 pbw 
Chromium Trif luoroacetate (CTA) Solution 
CTA 10.00 pbw 3 . 6  
Tetrahydrofur an ( THF) 90.00 pbw 
COATING: CNR Coating Solution 105 ( s e e  above) 
CTA Solution ( s e e  above) 
C TA 
- -   
CURE: , Air Dry 1 hour 
S to re  in humidity ch;lmber 10-1 2 h r s ,  
80-90$ Rel. Hum. @ 8 0 - 8 5 ' ~  
Oven cu re  2, hrs .  @ 2 2 5 ' ~ ;  
1 hr.  @ 2 5 0 ' ~  
C C C_C - .- --- 
Tensile Strength 1695 ps i  
Elongat ion 
20% Modulus 
450$% 
860 p s i  
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TABLE XI 
EFFECT OF ALUMINUM DISSOLVING SOLUTIONS ON CNR 
CNR-Batch #2 
with Cure Cycle 
2 hours at ~ 2 5 ' ~  
1 hour at 2 5 0 ' ~  
CNR-Batch #1 
with .Cure Cycle 
2 hours at 225'F 
Rate of 
Etch of 
Aluminum I ljcrrr at 250' 1 hour at 30005 
PHYSICAL PROPER TIES 
Tenc..' . Tens ile 
Srrcr;~i;. % Strength 
psi Elongation Modulus psi 
4 
- 
Elongation Modulus 
' 
Exposure 
(48 hours on ezch sample) 
- -
No Exposure 
High 
Med.  
Fidelity #588 
7 oz./gal @ 1 5 0 ' ~  
- 140 TEST - 780 625 3 70 
Oakite 8260 + Additive 
I #/gal @ 100 
Me& 
to High 
NO TEST 760 43 0 *460 SLOW 
SLOW 
to Med. 
- - MATERIAL HAD NO STRENGTH - - Med. P 
m 
High z 2 q  E 
- 0 5g+ r ~ k  % l 
45!! 
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Sodium hydroxide and the Oakite No. 30 solutions did the best job 
of dissolving the aluminum and had the least  effect on the physical properties 
of CNR. Thiokol had used sodium hydroxide to  dissolve mandrels cn previous 
projects and found that this chemical deposits an aluminum sludge on the walls 
of the bladder. Oakite No, 30 has been used at  RMD for the last  five years  to 
etch alurninum prior to  welding. This experience has shown that the mater ial  
has no fxndency to deposit sludge. The decision was therefore madr: to use 
Oakite No. 3 0  to dissolve the main portion of the alurninum mandrels. Recevt 
experience on other programs disclosed that approximately I$ of the mandrel, 
specifically the weld metal, does not dissolve in the Oakite No. 30 solution. 
Sections of the residual weld metal were then tested to find solutions that would 
be effective at dissolving weld metal and perhaps effective at handling the 
entire mandrel. After consulting with the Oakite Corporation and performing 
tests  on recommended solutions, it was concluded that Oakite No, 130 would 
be effective at dissolving both the mandrel body as  well as the weld metal. 
The optimum solution strength appeared to be 1 lb, of Oakite No. 133 per  gal- 
lon of water and used at a temperature of 160 to 180 '~ .  
A circulatory system was built to accomodate the dissolving of the 
6" spherical subscale alurninum mandrel. It consisted of a circulating pump 
and closed system transfer  line which permitted the dissolving solution to be  
pumped to the inside of the mandrel and discharged back to the reservoir  tank. 
The configuration of the f i r s t  two 6" mandrels was such that the bladder stand- 
pipe was made an in tegrd  par t  of the mandrel. This complicated the dissolving 
process considerably and increased the vulnerability of the bladder to damage 
due to handling. In addition, i t  prevented visual inspectiori of the inside sur -  
faces s o  that progress of the dissolution process could not be observed. The 
f i r s t  two 6" bladders thus configured were both damaged during the mandrel 
washout process. At that point the mandrel design was altered so that the 
standpipe would not be an integral part  of the mandrel. This simplified the 
washout process and enabled visual inspection of the interior surfaces to in- 
spect for completeness of mandrel removal, Details of the system and the pro- 
cessing of subscale bladders A and B a r e  described la ter  under "Bladder 
Fabrication. 
4. Coating Technique 
A s  a result of evaluations made during the foregoing bladder de- 
velopment p r o g r w  (Ref. l ) ,  the recommended technique for CNR bladder 
fabrication on this program was by using a two-component a i r  spray gun. In 
a two component spray system, the rubber and curir:.g solutions a r e  mixed 
only when they enter the nozzle. This type of gun has efficient atomization and 
leads to rapid solvent evaporation. Its use is complicated by the need for  care-  
fully metering the flow of each liquid component, and considerable a r t  is r e -  
quired to deposit a uniform layer without cobwebbing. The f i r s t  two 6" 
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subscale bladders were fabricated using this process.  The bladder mater ial  
produced was spongy in texture and uniformity of wall thickness was poor. 
A n  additional disadvantage to this spray system was that it was wasteful of 
raw materials and considerable training was required to produce a uniform 
product. 
An attempt was made to develop spray coating technique for 
CNR solutions by practicing with neoprene as an inexpensive simulant. Severe 
cobwebbing was experienced and could not be overcome readily. It was con- 
cluded that neoprene had spraying characteristics too adverse to be consider ed 
' 'as a practicable practice medium. Fabricating neoprene bladders was there- 
fore dropped from the program. 
The initial set  of Peel tes t  samples, discussed previously, were  
made by spraying CNR solutions. A pressure-feeti gun was used to spray the 
premixed ( coating solution and curative) solution. The quantity to  be sprayed 
did not warrant the added complication of the two-component spray gun. Re- 
sults were unsatisfactory: cobwebbing was a s2rious problem; film buildup 
was very difficult to control and lumps could not be avoidecl.; solvent entrap- 
ment was a problem with the result that the cured film had a spongy texture. 
Vendors of aisless spray equipment were  consulted to evaluate 
whether their equipment would eliminate any of the above problems. The con- 
clusions were that airless spraying would be worth considering for  production 
quantity work. 'Actual demonstration would be required prior to asses  sing 
the improvement over air  spraying. Since this was not economically feasible 
on this program, airless spraying was dropped from consideration. . 
Brush coating of CNR solution has been used by RMD for some 
Lime on a variety of conformal coating applications. It was also used briefly 
on a bladder program ( Ref. 1). Although there a re  disadvantages to brush 
coating, the obvious advantages listed below made it an attractive method for 
thS0 program: 
- Film thickness control 
- Less mater ial  waste 
- Ease in accomodating changing solution viscosity 
- Convenient to provide drying time between layers  
This method was therefore selected as the coating technique to be used for 
bladder fabrication. 
To evaluate the optimum drying time betutsen coats of CNR 
solution, a tes t  was conducted where coating solution w as applied to  a hot 
aluminum plate and to a room tempelature plate with th& elapsed time between 
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Legend: 
* 0 Cib'R solution applied t o  ver t ica l  hot aluminum platc (120- 1 i O'F) ; 
1 ?oat  102 solution; 16 coats 105 solution; f inal  thk 0. 005 avg. 
* A Chilled 105 solution zpplied to  ver t ica l  aicrnit~um platc at rmrn  
t empera tu re  - l,/lO2; 16/105; final thk 0,005 avg. 
** C] Late r  data - 33 coats 105 solution appiied at roorrl terripcr.atu~ e;  
final thk 0. 010. 
* Cure: 1 Llr, @ room temp., 2 hr .  @ 2,7,5O~, 1 hr .  @! 2 2 5 0 ~ ~  
** Cure: 16 hr. @ roDm temp,,  2 hr, @ 225OF, 1 h r i  @ 2 5 0 ' ~  
2 4 6 8 10 
Elapsed t ime hetweer, application of l aye r s  - minutes  ' 12 
Figul-c 1. Tensile Strength vs CNH Coating Drying Time 
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C. Bladder Fabrication 
1. Six Inch Subscale Bladders 
a. Bladders No. 1 and 2 
The f i rs t  two 6" bladders were fabricated by a i r  spraying 
the CNR solutions as briefly described in previous sections. Since this 
method was abandoned, no further spraying details will be discussed here. 
Bladder No. 1 was fabricated with poor quality gold plate 
structure, which was attributed to improper surface preparation of the alumi- 
num mandrel. Bladder No. 2 was prepared with particular emphasis on man- 
drel  surface preparation. This mandrel was polished and cleaned, then copper 
flashed and goldplated in accordance with the requirements of Specification 
~ ' ~ - ~ - 4 5 2 0 4 ( a )  type I. The granular CXR fortified epoxy adhesive system was 
applied over the goldplated mandrel and topped by ,020 inch of sprayed CNR. 
Mandrel dissolving was initiated using Oakite 3 0 solution and the circulatory 
system previously described. After 24 hours, the operation was halted when 
the dissolving rate  was determined to be too slow. The solution strength was 
found to be too low. After recharging the solution, the washout was completed 
after 7 hours of circulating. After rinsing and drying the bladder, x-ray 
revealed that a large area  around the standpipe had delaminated and that the 
gold was wrinkled and cracked in that area. Failure was attributed to the 
"integral standpipe" design as discussed previously, and handling undoubtedly 
damaged the loose goldplate. 
b. Six Inch Bladder t t A t l  
Bladder t t A t t  was fabricated on the f i r s t  NASA/MSFC gold- 
plated six inch diameter mandrel using the CNR pr imer  and coating solutions 
described in detail in Table 11. The mandrel was scrubbed with acetone using 
a fiber bristle brush and air  dried. Six coats of pr imer  solution and 62 coats 
of coating solution were applied using a natural br is t le  brush, allowing 10 
minutes air drying time between coats. The solutions were  kept chilled in an 
ice bath to extend pot life. After completing the rubber lay-up, the unit was 
allowed to air  dry overnight ( approximately 12 hours), and was then oven 
cured for 2 hours Bt 2 2 5 ' ~  followed by one hour at 250 '~ .  The bladder rubber 
had a final thickness of 0. 021 inch (average), had an excellent appearance and 
was completely f ree  of- blisters,  
The MSFC goldplate coupons were  coated and processed 
along with the bladder to provide control samples. Dissolving the mandrel 
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was performed with the bladder body sealed in a polyethylene hag and sub- 
merged in water to provide continuous support for  the bladder wall. A 
coaxial fitting inserted in the bladder neck opening permitted caustic solu- 
tion to be pumped into the mandrel and flow overboard, along with dissolved 
aluminum and evolved gas. A 0. 5 lb/gallon water solution of Oakite 130 
caustic was used at an average temperature of 75'~. After 7 hours the chemi- 
cal activity level tapered off to ah insignificant level. The bladder was thorough- 
ly flushed with water and was allowed to stand, filled with water,  over a three 
day weekend, The bladder was then emptied and inspected, using a boroscope. 
A l l  aluminum was gone except the mandrel circumferential weld bead and the 
'neck-to-mandrel weld bead. A 1. 0 lb/gallon water solution of Oakite 130 was 
circulated through the bladder for 1.5 hours after which all chemical activity 
ceased, The bladder was emptied, water fluslied and again emptied. A l l  
weld bead was gone. The bladder was filled with 50% nitric acid for 10 
minutes to remove the copper flash. The bladder was emptied and thoroughly 
rinsed. 
The polyethylene bag was removed from the bladder, revealing a 
blotchy rubber surface. The plastic bag had leaked, allowing water to contact 
the CNR wherever the plastic bag wrinkled to form a pocket. Discoloration 
may result from water leaching out excess CTA curative, which is the com- 
ponent that gives this CNR formulation i ts  characteristic blue color, The 
bladder was air  dried overnight and carefully examined. TE,E discoloration had 
not changed; also i t  was noted for the f i rs t  time that some delamination had oc- 
curred around t h e  neck-to-mandrel joint. Approximately ttlree square inches 
of surface was affected. Inspection of the inside surfaces, using a boroscope, 
revealed a ser ies  of six cracks,  each approximately 0. 065 inches long, in the 
gold, directly on the right angle bend, as shown in Figure 13. 
Figure  13. 
Six Inch Bladder "A", Delamination at Neck Joint 
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Some peel samples were  soaked in water  and Oakite 130 solu- 
tion to evaluate their  effect. In several  hours the rubber color was affected 
by both. Water did not appear to  degrade bond strength but the caustic solu- 
tion did. After 16 hours submerged ir, caustic, the sample  delaminated with- 
out external influence. 
After carefully analyzing 'all aspects of the fabricatiou and mandre l  
dissolving procedures,  i t  wae concluded that the geometry or' the neck-to-mari- 
d r e l  joint created a high s t r e s s  ai-ea, making the gold plate susceptible tr? 
flexure cracking. Although an effort was made  to  support the heavy fittings 
' installed in the neck and the bladder body, significant flexing did occur and 
caused the gold plate to  crack. Caustic then penetrated behind the gold piate 
and altliough diluted by the water rinsing, was sufficiently strong to  degrade 
the adhesive bond during the long t e r m  exposure. Concentrated nitr ic acid 
was then added to  this degraded area ,  and although diluted by subsequent water 
rinsing, was permitted t o  remain during overnight a i r  drying. This tended to  
further degrade the bond. 
Process  changes that we re  incorporated when the next bladder was pro- 
duced include: 
- The bladder was rigidly held to preclude inadvertent flexing. 
- Caustic solution strerlgth was increased to about 1 .0  ~ b / ~ a l l o n  
water for the entire washout procedure to shor ten expos1:i.c t ime .  
- The mandrel  dissolving process  once s tar ted was not interrupted. 
- The zompleted bladder was vacuum dried a s  quickly as possible. 
c. Six Inch Bladder "6" 
Bladdel "B" was fabricated on the second six inch diameter  
mandrel  goldplated by MSFC using the CNR pr imer  and coating solutions des -  
cribed in detail in Table 11. The mandrel  was scrubbed with acetone and a i r  
dried. Six coats of p r imer  solution and 65 coats of coating solution w e r e  ak- 
plied using a uatural b r i s t l e  brush,  allowing 10 to 12 minutes a i r  drying t ime 
between coats. The solutions weIe  kept chilled in an ice  bath t o  extend pot 
life. After completing the rubber lay-up, the unit was allowed to a i r  d ry  over- 
night (approximately 1.2 hours), and was then otreil cured fo r  2 hours at  2 2 5 ' ~  
fo!lowed by one hour at  250 '~ .  The cured bladder rubber had a final thickness 
of 0.022 inch (average),  had an excellent appearance 2nd was completely void 
f ree .  
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The MSFC goldplate coupons and several  gold foil s t r ips  
were co:? -4 and processed along with the bladder to  provide control samples. 
The procedure fol dissolving the mandrel was modified from 
that used on Bladder "-4". To preclude inadvertent flexing during washout, a 
rigid support of the entire bladder was provided. The bladder was coated with 
a 1/8 in. thick (minimum) layer of RTV rubber (G. E. RTV-511). After the 
HTV had cured, the bladder was wrapp. 1 with sa ran  (to serve  as a parting 
agent) and suspended in a close-fitting container. A urethane foaming system 
.(1sofoam 2A and 2B) was used to encapsulate the bladder ir, the container. 
Provisions were made to  permit the container and foam to readily par t  on the 
vertical centerline to Zacilitate removal of the bladder following mandrel wash- 
out. A coaxial fitting inserted in the bladder neck opening permitted caustic 
solution to be prunped into the mandrel and flow overboard, along with dissolved 
aluminum and evolved gas. A 1. 0 lbpaallon water solution of Oakite 130 caustic 
was used at an average temperature of 75'~. After eight hours the chemical 
activity had ceased, s o  the bladder was water flushed, emptied and inspected, 
using a boroscope. All aluminum was gone. The bladder was then i'illed with 
5% nitric acid for 15 minutes to remove the copper flash .;Ton which the gold- 
plating was deposited. The bladder was emptied, thoroughly rinsed and vacuum- 
dried for 12 hours. 
The bladder was carefully removed from the foarn-filled con- 
tainer and the R r V  rubber peeled away. The bladder emerged completely un- 
marked by the mandrel washout process, with no flaws in the goldpla~e and 
with no evidence of delamination. Vdidiiy of the revised mandrel washout pro- 
cess was therefore demonstrzted. 4 scale -up of this process was to be used 
--.hen fabricating P CS size bladders. 
The completed Bladder "B" is shown in Figure 11. 
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2. HCS Bladder 
The RCS bladder was fabricated on the mandrel goldplated by 
MSFC, using the CNR primer and coating solutions described in detail in 
Table X. Surface preparation of the mandrel consisted of scrubbing with 
acetone using a fiber bristle brusb, followed by rinsing thoroughly with ace- 
tone and air  drying. Extreme caution was taken to prevent contamination of 
the mandrel surface prior to the application of the primer.  The mandrel was 
installed on the rotating fixture and application of the pr imer soiution was 
*initiated. Six coats of pr imer solution and 79 coats of coating solution were 
applied using natural bristle brushes, allowing 13 to 15 minutes a i r  drying 
time between coats. Three inch wide brushes were  used to  coat the mandrel 
since that s ize was judged ~9 be optimum for the entire operation. It was 
necessary, however, to  use a 3/Litt wide brush for  coating the a r e a  around 
the flange. The direction of brushing was varied to control thickness build- 
up, and while this was an "artytt portion af the process,  an experienced tech- 
nician could readily control uniformity of application and build-up by obs erv- 
ing the mandrel color (gold) through the solution deposited. The solutions were  
chilled in an ice bath to  extend their pot life. By this method a pot life of 90 
minutes was found to be practical, although most  batches were  sized to be  used 
up in approximately 6 C  to 70 minutes. The coating procedure was continued 
without interruption until completion, a period which exceeded 21 hours. 
After completing the rubber lay-up, the unit was allowed to a i r  dry  for  one 
hour. During that period photographs were taken to  record condition. These 
a r e  shown in Figures 15a, b, and c. 
  he MSFC goldplate coupon supplied with the RCS mandrel was 
coated and processed along with the bladder tq  provide a control sample. 
Immediately after the one hour a i r  dry period the bladder was t rans-  
ferred to a humidity chamber where it remained for 10.5 h o - ~ r s  at  83 to  8 6 ' ~  
and 83 to 86% relative humidity. Figure 16 shows the bladder suspended in the 
humidity chamber. 
following the high humidity storage period, the bladder 
was transferred to a circulating a i r  curing oven for  final curing. Figure 1'1 
shows the bladder installed in the oven. Note that throughout the fabrication 
cycle, the mandrel-was mounted on the rotating fixture support rod to facill- 
tate handling and eliminate touching the bladder surface pr ior  to its completion. 
To satisfy the requirements of the mandrel dissolving process it was necessary 
to provide a means of sealiug the vent end of the RCS bladder s o  that all mandrel  
dissolving activity could be carr ied on through the flanged port. A tubular ex- 
tension of rubber was cast as  an integral part  of the bladder s o  that the<.veat 
port could be sealed using a pirich clamp o r  equivalent. To provide the tubular 
extension, the rotating fixture support rod, whicli extended through the vent 
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end of the mandrel, was wrapped with Teflon film which was subsequently 
covered during the rubber coating operations. The Teflon film was used to  
facilitate removing the rod after completion of the cure cycle. At the flange 
port, the support rod was firmly attached to the mandrel inside surface by 
an expansible rubber sleeve. This expansion was effected by tightening the 
nut shown in Figure 15b which compressed the rubber sleeve. It was recog- 
nized that during the oven curing 'cycle the inside volume of the mandrel  
would have to  be vented. It was judged that this venting would be automatic 
since the Teflon tape at the vent end was not wound tightly and thus was not 
.providing a hermetic seal  on the rod. However, to insure that venting was 
'available, the nut at the flange port end was backed off to eliminate all  com- 
p . ess ion  on the rubber sleeve. This provided approximately 1/16 inch 
clearance between the rubber sleeve and the mandrel inside surface. 
Oven temperature at the t ime of installing the bladder was room 
ambi~r-t. The practice had been established when fabricating subscale bladders 
"A1' and "Elf to bring up the oven temperature gradually to permit the alumi- 
num mandrel to come up to  heat along with the rubber coating to eliminate the 
possibility of generating differential s tVesses  at the mandrel/primer interface. 
The oven temperature was slowly increased and approximately one hour and 
forty-five minutes elapsed until 200'~ was established. At intervals the blad- 
der  was visually inspected to check on its condition. Throaghout the warm-up 
time the bladder condition was excellent. Ten minutes after the oven tempera- 
ture  rose  above 2 1 2 ' ~  a visual check was made and a large bulge was observed 
at the vent end of the bladder, indicating that delamination had taken place. It 
was noted that the control sample also had a largddelaminated) bubble on it. 
By pulling on the tubular rubber extension at the vent end it was found that a i r  
escaped permitting the delaminated bulge to be reduced. This indicated that 
some internal pressure  had developed inside the mandrel, and examinatior. of 
the rubb.er sleeve at the flange end showed that it was in contact with the 
alumihum surfaces, although it was not immediately apparent that a hermetic 
seal was indeed established. The rubber sleeve was completely removed and 
the oven was allowed to return to room temperature. The bladder was care-  
fully examined following cooling and was found to  have delaminated over ap- 
proximately 4% of the surface area,  extending downward from the vent end. 
There was one small  separate and distinct area which was also delaminated 
on the surface near the flanged end. Thes e areas  a r e  described in detail in  
the following sectipn. During the examination, virtually all of the a i r  vented 
from the deliuninafed sections and slight pressure  3n the rubber surface r e -  
vealed that the adhesive was sti l l  tacky in character. The blac.der was then 
returned to the curinkoven and brought up to heat gradually as before, until 
the entire cure as specified on Table X was completed. After cooling, it was 
found that the delaminated rubber had reattached to the mandrel surfaces,  
although during the failure analysis conducted la ter  it was found that t h i  re -  
attachmert was at a low bond strength level. Figures 18 and 19 il lustrate the 
RCS bladder following completion of the cure  cycle. 
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Surface finish, texture, and all other characteristics of 
the CNR appeared to be excellent. The average Lladder wall 
thickness examined was 0.03 1 inches. 
b. Bladder Fabrication Process Verification 
In order to verify the process used to fabricate the RCS 
bladder and ta evaluate varying humiciity conditions during the fab- 
rication cycle, 38 strip samples were made by brush coating. The 
same primer ingredients were used as for the bladder and the same 
formulations of primer and coating solutions were used. Since 
blistering had never been experienced with brush coated samples, 
it was postulated that film thickness may have been a factor. The 
RCS bladder was the heaviest film produced to date, Therefore, 
some samples were coated for 21 hours (30 coats) to duplicate the 
RCS bladder and some were coated for 14 hours (70 coats). Three 
samples were primed with solution to which 3% water was added, 
Three samples were exposed to high humidity for one hour irn- 
.mediately after priming. Sixteen samples were coated in a labora- 
tory (where the RCS bladder was made) where the temperature and 
relative humidity ranges were 74 -78 '~  and 38-4%. Sixteen were 
coated in a humidity chamber where the temperature and humidity 
ranges were 78-82 '~  and 75-8%. Table XI1 shows the fabrica- 
tion cycle summary. 
Results yielded three samples that- blistered during the standard 
ov.en cure cycle. All others showed no signs of abnormality. The 
significance of the testing was that blistering could be produced, 
however, under conditions unlike the processing used for the RCS 
bladder. 
c, Bladder Material Moisture Loss Test 
X piece of cured bladder material was stored at 7 7 ' ~  in high 
humidity (87%) overnight, then air dried at room temperature to 
evaluate the moisture loss rate. Laboratory humidity ranged from 
34 to 5% over the test span and temperatures ranged from 75-77'~. 
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TABLE XI1 
SUMMARY OF FABRICATION CYCLES 
FOR PROCESS VERIFICATION STUDY 
1. Water in P r imer  
2. Apply P r imer  
3. High Humidity - 1 hr. 
4. Apply Coating Solution: 
(a) In Laboratory: 
- 14 hrs. 
- 22 hrs. 
(b) In Humidity Chamber: 
- 14 hrs. 
- 22 hrs.  
5. Air Dry - 1 hr. 
6. High Humidity Aging 
7. Oven Cure: 
- Standard 
7 Low Temperature ('1 9 0 ' ~ )  
*One each of these s m p l e s  blistered. 
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Total Drying Time (hr)  
-- 
Total Absorbed Moisture Loss ($1 
- 
This i s  not necessarily typical of moisture loss charac- 
ter is t ics  during bladder fabrication and curing since the test  
piece was cured mater ial  and both surfaces were exposed to 
a i r  rather than one. If a conclusion can be d rzxn  from this test ,  
it would be that during RCS bladder curing, the t ime elapsed 
while bringing the hardware up to  curing temperature gradually 
permitted something less  than 50% oi the absorbed moisture to 
evaporate. 
d. Csnclus ions 
- The R CS bladder processing was valid. 
- Blistering may be related to filrn thickness o r  geometry. 
- Curing temperatures should be kept below 2 1 2 ' ~  to preclude 
' blistering. 
- Thernass ivea reaof l i f t ed rubber f i lmwascaused t , iyabu i ld -  
up of a i r  pressure  inside the mandrel. 
D. '   ladder Testing 
1. Six Inch Subscale Bladders No. 1 and 2 
Bladder No. 1 did not survive the mandrel washout operation and 
therefore was not suitable for  testing. 
B1add:r No. 2 was also damaged during the mandrel washout opera- 
tion, and although some Nz04 testing was attempted, it was not meaningful. 
2. Six Inch Subscale Bladder t lAtt  
. K%t er Tes tins 
The %!ck of the bladder was removed, leaving a hole 1.50 inches 
diameter in the rubber and gold plate. A standpipe assembly as 
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defined by RMD'Drawing SA 12458, was installed inside the 
bladder, with all loose gold edges carefully secured when the 
clamping ring was assembled. An exploded view of the bladder- 
standpipe joint is shown in Fig. 24. The bladder and standpipe 
assembly was inw ' ;.:lea in a plexiglas tank, as defined by RMD 
Drawing SA 12464, '?he, inside diameter of the plexiglas tank 
was approximately 0.200 inches larger  than the bladder and there- 
fore did not eupport the bladder wall. 
Leak Test 
The bladder was flushed with helium gas, then pressurized to 
1 psig. There was no detectable leakage after holding pressure  
for 55 minutes. One psig was chosen as the leakage test  pressure  
to preclude possible delamination of the bladder by ballooning the 
rubber layer, since the bladder wall could not be supported by the 
confining tank. 
Water Expulsion 
Fig. 25 shows the test  set-up. Twenty expulsion cycles were per- 
formed using nitrogen gas at  25 psig as the driving medium. Dur- 
ing the f i rs t  cycle 5% volume was expelled. On all succeeding 
cycles 80% was expelled. Table XI11 summarizes the expulsion cycles 
and shows the ra te  of expulsion, 
Bladder: - Clarnpint_l Ri:~g 
Rubber side 
Clamping R ing 
Fig. 24. Bladder - Standpipe Joint ( ~ x p l o d e d  View) 
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Regulated N2 
, Gas Pressure 
r Cold Bath 
Figure 27. Permeation Test Set-Up 
Regulated N2 
Gas Pressure 
. . 
Figure 28. N204 Expulsion Test Set-Up 
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bladder being totally delaminated from the gold, the rubber was 
obviously in intimate contact with the tank wall, The helium 
gas pressure  was then reduced to 1 psig a.rad leakage ccllecting 
continued. It was noted that the leakage ra te  c b f  3. 5 cc  in 15 
minutes was maintained. 
Test Conclusions 
Delamination occurs during re-  expans ion of the bladder arid nat 
during the expulsion part  of the cycle, based on water tes t  r e -  
sults. Total delamination experienced during N2Q4 testing could 
have resulted from inadvertent application of internal pressure  
high enough to balloon the unsupportecl bladder. 
The geometry of the six inch spherical bladder made cycling 
duty unrealistically severe,  and collapse patterns were not rep- 
resentative of the predicted collapse characteristics of the RCS 
bladder. In those areas where the bladder was permitted to wrap 
around the standpipe, the gold overlapped and produced extremely 
stiff sections that upon re-expansion, exerted very severe  peel- 
ing s t rain on the laminate. On the basis of the foregoing testing 
it i s  questionable whether a gold/CNR laminate bladder has multi- 
cycle capability if the expulsions a r e  permitted to be 1 0 9  o r  
nearly loo$. It is felt that greater reliability can be  established 
and a multi-cycle capability realized if  the cycling is restr ic ted 
to expelling only a modest volume instead of a high percentage 
volume. This approach would seem realist ic considering typical 
flight demands. 
3 Six-Inch Subscale Bladder "Btt  
An outgrowth of the testing experience accumulated on 6-inch 
Bladder ''A" (reported above) was to recommend that 
the test  sequence for Bladder "B" be modified to demonstrate excellent com- 
patibility with N204, a low N204 permeation rate  and multicycle capability 
when limited to modest expulsion volumes. This recommendation was made 
at the March 1 1  1969 technical review meeting held at MSFC. (See Ref. 4.) 
The accepted testsequence is  detailed in Appendix "C" to this report. 
Similarly,.. a modified test progrsm was recommended dnd accepted 
for the RCS bladder since funding limitations were  such that only one unit could 
be fabricated and tested instead of two. This tes t  sequence is also detailed in 
Appendix "C. ' I  
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Ins callatioil of Bladder "B" 
-A. 
The neck of the bladder was removed, leaving a hole 1. 55 inches in diameter 
In the rubber and goldplate, A standpipe assembly, as  defined by RMD Draw- 
ing SA- 12458, was installed inside the bladder with CNR gaskets on either 
slde of the bladder, as shown in .Fig. 24. The bladder and standpipe assernbly 
was installed in a steel tank consisting of two hernisphcres joined at the 
equator by a Marmon clarnp assembly. The inside diameter of the tank was 
approximately 0.200 inches larger  than the bladder and therefore did not sup- 
port the bladder wall. 
a. Leak Test 
The bladder \-;as flushed with helium gas for five minutes, then pres-  
surized to  1 psig. Leakage test  pressure  was limited to 1 psig to preclude 
possible delarninat i~n of the bladder, should a leak exist in the gold layer,  by 
bdloo~ling the rubber lzyer,  since the bladder wall could not be supported by 
the confining tank. There was no detectable leakage after holding pressure  for 
thirty minutes. The dettction rnethod was by a water-filled glass U-tube con- 
nected to the steel tar* gas pressurizing port. Helium gas pressure  was ap-. 
plied to the tank liquid port (hence, to the inside of the bladder). 
b. N2Q4 Storage and Permeation Test 
----The test set-up i s  shown schematically by Fig. 27. The bladder was 
completely filled with N204 following which approximately 1% volume was ex- 
pelled tc  establish thermal expansion ullage volume. The tailk was mounted 
in the ( f i l l )  port-down attitude. The liquid side of the bladder was blanked off 
and the gas side was pressurized with nitrogen at 10- 12 psig. After 20 hours, 
the valve to the permeated vapor coliection flask was opened and brown fumes 
were' noted. The valve was left open and the test was continued for a total 
elapsed time of 7 days at an ambient temperature of 7 0 O ~  to 8 5 ' ~ .  During 
that t ime 3.1 grams of N204 vapors condensed in the collection flask. It 
should be recognized that some of this leakage may have by-passed the gold 
bar r ie r  at the bladder-to-standpipe joint (see Fig. 24). If this were  ignored, 
however, and dl vapors were  ascribed to  permeated loss through the bladder 
wall, the average permeation r r t c  through the total surface a rea  of 725 cm2 
would equal 0.025 mg/cm2/hr. This ra te  should not be considered repre-  
sentative of an a c h a l  application. In the actual case,  the upstream (gas 
pr.es sur  ization) sys tem volume is  minimized and usually at  static conditions 
for extended periods,-* thus allowing an equilil vrn condition to establish and 
effectively halt permeation loss. In this laboratory setup, the cold t rap  con- 
stantly removed vapors from the system and prevents an equilibrium condi- 
tion from being established. 
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It can be conceded that where a flawless 0.002 inch thick gold layer 
exists, permeation loss would be zero, On Bladder "I), " no leaks in the 
gold layer could be detected. There were, however, surface irregularit ies 
at numerous locations caused by pits in the aluminum mandrel. These were  
visible on x-ray. It had been accepted that pits on the mandrel surface were 
permissible provided the bottom of the pit was visible, postulating that a 
sound goldplate layer would be deposited in a sha:low pit or fissure. 
It can be concluded that to maximize integrity of the electro-deposited 
gold layer, the mandrel should be polished f ree  of pits or  narrow f issures  
prior to plating. 
c. Off - Loading and Examination 
Pressurizing gas was vented to atmosphere. A small  diameter a i r  vent 
line was inserted into the standpipe and the Nz04 off-loaded without collapsing 
the bladder. The Marmon clamp was disassembled from the tank, the hemis- 
pherical tank halves were separated, and the bladder and standpipe assembly 
was removed for examination. By visual irispection and by feel it was 
established that there were no delaminated areas on the entire surface. 
Bladder condition was to be documented by x-ray before proceeding with 
the next test  item. Safety requirements in the x-ray laboratory necessitated 
drying prior to handling. To expedite the drying cycle, the bladder was placed 
in a vacuum oven for overnight drying. Vacuum was applied slowly, taking ap- 
proximately 45 minutes to establish the maximum vacuum (0.3 mm. Hg. abs.) . 
Upon removal from the oven, the bladder was found to have delaminated in 
eight areas tdtalling 15 square inches or 17% of the total area. (See Fig. 29(a) 
and (b) . ) Analysis dis closed the following facts: 
- .  There was no blistering within the rubber structure. 
' - The gold layer behind each delaminated area  was integral; i. e, 
free of leaks, 
- The peel strength of the adhesive bond, as fabricated, was l e s s  
than half of the expected strength level. 
The postulated failure mode i s  that in spite of the slow pressure  reduc- 
tion during the s t a r t  of vacuum drying, i t  was too fast to permit evaporation 
of a majority of tke Nz04 saturating the CNR. The low peel strength of the 
adhesive bond was not strong enough to res i s t  the interface pressure developed 
and the gold was peeled away by an expanding pocket of Nz04 vapor. 
Despite the low adhesive bond stre;?.gth, it i s  believed that by using air 
drying rather than vacuum drying, the test  ser ies  could have been completed, 
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This ended significant testing of the t tBt l  bladder. However, some addi- 
tional testing was conducted to further evaluate testing techniques for the 
purpose of disclosing critical procedural steps that may have been 
beneficial during later RCS bladder testing. 
d. Expulsion Test 
The bladder and standpipe assembly was reinstalled and the tank r e -  
assembled. The bladder was filled with Nz04. The test  setup is shown by 
Fig, 28. The tank was pressurized to 10 psig with Nz gas and allowed to stand 
for 24 hours at 8 5 ' ~ .  Three 25% expulsion cycles were conducted. The bladder 
was drained using Nzgas pressure  from a 3-5 psig source introduced through a 
small diameter tube inserted inside the standpipe. Gas was permitted to flow 
to purge the bladder of fumes. When the tank was disassembled it was noted 
that more  delamination had occurred. Low gas purge pressure  was again ap- 
plied and the rubber ballooned, indicating that holes had developed in the gold. 
The ballooning rubber undoubtedly peeled additional areas during draining and 
purging. Again, it was evident that low adhesive bond strength made Bladder 
ItBtt unsatisfactory for a multicycle application, 
e. Post Test Inspection 
After the bladder had dried and was disassembled from the standpipe, 
it was again carefully inspected. Despite the low adhesive bond strength, one 
characteristic was very clear: all materials used in the bladder had demon- 
strated excellent compatibility with the oxidizer throughout the extended ex- 
posure period. The CNR was in excellent condition, the adhesive exhibited no 
signs of deterioration or  of having changed characteristics in any detrimental 
way, and the gold was of course unchanged except for creases  and holes 
generated during the foregoing tests. 
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IV. CONCLUSliONS AND R ECOMMENDATIOltJS 
A, Summary of ~r ogiam Accomplishment 
in Terms of Original Objectives 
1. Taslc I - Bladder Fabrication: Required - Fabricate two 6" 
bladders and four RCS bladders. 
Four 6" subscale bladders were  completed and one RGS bladder 
was partially completed. Program funding limitations did not permit 
completion of the balance. 
2. Task I1 - Material Properties: The work required was to deter- 
mine material  properties of bladder mater ial  in te rms of compatibility 
with specified operating and environment conditions. This was com- 
pleted in its entirety. 
3. Task 111 - Classification of Failure Modes: The requirement 
was to  obtain and review test data and classify the failure mechanisms; 
also observe and define new failure modes. This was accomplished to  
the extent possible by testing subscale bladders. RCS size bladders 
were not completed, hence, not tested, However, many of the re -  
ported failure modes a r e  directly applicable to full size bladders. 
4. Task IV  and Task V - Design Criteria for Horizontal and Vertical 
Bladders: Tests on subscale bladders provided much data relating to 
bladder performance capabilities. These include: adhesive bond strength 
requirements, permeation resistance characteristics,  configurational 
' 
changes required to successfully fabricate a gold/CNR laminate bladder, 
bladder collapse characteristics,  flexure endurance of gold l iner,  and 
Nz04 test  procedural limitations and characteristics. 
5. Task VI - Safety Margins of CNR Bladders: The requirement was 
to establish design cr i te r ia  for S-IVB tank bladders in te rms of all  
aspects relating to safety margins, This was accomplished to the extent 
possible by testing subscale bladders and s t r ip  samples of bladder 
material. 
B. Conclusions Bhsed on Program Work 
1. Laminatedbladdersrequireanadhe~livebetweengoldandCNRto 
provide a functional bladder. High adhesive bond strengths a r e  desira- 
ble, but excellent adhesive compatibility with NzOa is mandatory. A 
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bond strength of 3.6 pli was produced on the HCS bladder. Although 
testing was not possible, it is  believed that a bond strength of this 
level would have permitted significant bladder tes t  capabilities. 
2 .  High quality gold/CNR bladders a r e  fragile, vulnerable to 
damage by handling, and can be rendered no longer tlnon-perrneable'l by 
deforming to permit installation into the propellant tank. The chances 
cf achieving an assembled and leak f ree  Nz04 tank asse  .nbly a r e  very 
slim, Minor cracks in the gold plate will allow some permeation loss. 
To maximize achievement of a non-permeable assembly, the tank de- 
sign should allow for bladder ins tallation without collapsing o r  folding, 
and post-installation testing should not require flexing of the bladder. 
3. High quality gold/CNR bladders can be fabricated using brush 
coating with liquid polymer CNR to produce dense, void-free rubber with 
exqsllent N204 compatibility. Resistance to delamination was demon- 
strated after five weeks of exposure to N204. Low permeation perform- 
ance was demonstrated. A gold/CNR bladder will have multicycle 
capability when limited to modest expulsion volumes. It can be con- 
cluded that such a bladder used on long te rm space missions would ex- 
hibit high reliability to perform the once expulsion cycle required to 
fulfill the mission. For  an extended earth orbit mission requiring re-  
loading propellants, reliable performance can be expected provided pro- 
pellant expenditure is not permitted to exceed approximately 5% prior 
to refilling. 
4. It is  believed that the fabrication process for gold/CNR bladders 
as detailed in Appendix B will produce, repeatedly, high quality RGS 
size bladders. Prograrn funding limitations did not allow for this to be 
demonstrated. 
5. Mandrel surface condition has a significant impact on the integrity 
of the electroplated gold permeation barr ier .  
6 .  Bond strength of the interface adhesive is enhanced by soaking the 
bladder for 10-12 hours in high humidity prior to oven curing. 
7. A laminate bladder saturated with Nz04 should be a i r  dried rather 
than v a c u h  dried to avoid delamination due to sudden vapor expansion 
at the interface. If possible, a bladder once committed to N204 
service should be kept s atura.ted with Nz04 vapor throughout its 
operational life, 
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8, Bladder design geometry should avoid sharp corners since 
they complicate fabrication and provide high s t r e s s  points for the 
gald layer. 
R ec omrn end at ions 
1. The R CS mandrel *hould be modified to eliminate the vent end 
port pr ior  to goldplating. This would facilitate the mandrel washout 
process by providing l e s s  risk of cauatic leakage. 
2. Consideration should be given for using CNR (rather  than gold/ 
CNR laminated) bladders on missions requiring refilling, since they 
would provide limitless ( in t e rms  of practical application) flexure life 
and hence, the highest reliabilit j of any elastorneric material .  
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SCOPE 
This specification specifies the mater ials ,  requirements, procedures 
and inspection for application of electrodeposited gold on aluminum 
mandrels. 
The gold deposited is the initial stop in fabrication of an elastomer 
bladder with integral gold foil permextion barrier. The gold shall  
form a continuous film of uniform thickness conforming to the 
contour of the outer surface of the mandrel s o  that when in subse- 
quent processiag the mandrel is dissolved from the assembled 
diaphragm, the gdld shall constitute an impervious Lamina. 
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
-L.p 
Specifications 
- 
UQ-M- 15 1 Metals; General Specification far Snspection of I 
The functior, of tbe gold film is as an inner iwpzrvious l m i n a  of a 
flexible ~ I z s t o m e r i c  diaphragm. 1nlperfzc:i-ons in the basic mandrel 
or copper undei-c~at ~ L l l  affect t n e  internal surface of the gold film 
and wili r z s ~ l t  in unacceptacle localized variation in thickness of 
the gold film adversely affecting the performance of the final assem- 
bly. Mandr &Is containing such imperfection shall b e  reworked to the 
degree required to obtain a smooth surface whereupcn processing 
will be resumed. A written report documenting tk.e re.vork process 
and the inspectioz~s shall be  supplied to Thlokol-RMC. 
Process  Requirem2nts 
-- 
It is mandatory that operations described in the fcrllowing paragraphs 
be p ~ r f o r m e d  in the specified sequence. I 
3.1.2 Oefily surface to be plated will h e  subjected to the n:echanical and 
chemicd  processes. Al l  other surfaces shall be protected by 
mechanical means. The protective methods wili not in any way 
damage the part  o r  introduce any contminant.  
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d GOLDPLATING OF ALUMINUM MANDRELS 
A ntlinimum of two test coupons shall be provided, made of 1100-0 
alurr.inum sheet, for processing along aith the n.a;ldrel (ref. 
Paragraph 4.3). The end use of these coupons is as follows: 
. I  
1 - to be tested in accordarlce with Paragraphs 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 
4.5.3 and 4.5.4 to confirm adequacy of plating in te rms of thickness, 
s 'aundnes s and integrity . 
1 (o r  more) - to be coated (with elastonier) and cured with the 
bladder as a processing and peel test  specimen. 
The mandrel and test  coupons shall be polished as  reqi i red  to  re-  
move oxides and to assure a high quality surface for plating. The 
surface finish prior  to plating shall be as ncted on the applicable 
engineering drawings. It i s  ackno*;~ledgcd t?-ia!: the olimi~:a+ion of 
all surface i~rsgular i t ies ,  dents, shaklovr pits or scratches is an 
unrealistically severe requirement and that a satisfsctory con- ' 
tinuous gold plate can be produced despite the exislance of such 
flaws. How ever, it should be noted that the elimination of flaws of 
the types mentioned will greatly facilitate qvality assurance 
accepta~lce of the plated. mandrel. 
In all subsequerlt paragrapits i t  shall be assuzed  that the operation 
described shall be performed on the niandrel and the test  coupons 
unless otherwise specifiea, 
Preliminary Cleaning 
-
Wipe all surfaces to be plated with acetone or methyl ethyl ketone 
(MEW. 
Etch two (7,) minutes in a 12 ounce/gallon sodium hydroxide ' 
( NaOH) s olution, 
13. 2. 3 Rinse in deionized water. 
13.2.4  Be-srnut-.two (2) minutes in 50 percent nitric acid (HNO,). 
I 3.2.5 Rinse in deionized water. 
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3.2.5 Air dry. 
Weld Integrity Check 
Using dye penetrant method, check all mandrel  welds to confirm 
the absence of cracks ,  pitting o r  any other conditions that would 
preclude achievement of a continuous plated surface. Any evidence 
of prohibitive flaw shall  necessitate appropriate repairs .  
Cleaning 
Wipe all surfaces with acetone or MEK. 
Etch two (2) minutes in a 12 ounce,!gallon NaOH solution. 
Rinse in  deionized water. 
De-smut two (2) minutes in 50 percent ?tiNO3. 
Rinse in deionized water. 
Zincating 
- 
The following processing s b a l l  2 e performed i m r i _ e ~ i a t e l = ~  pr ior  to 
the electroplating cycie. 
lmn-~erse  for 3 0  seconds  ir,  4 poll.nd /gallon alurr on solr tion. 
Rinse in deionized water. 
Dip into 50 percent FINO3. 
Rinse in deionized water. 
-. 
Immerse  in alurnon solution for 30 seconds. 
Rinse in deionized water. Keep wet until copper plating has  been 
started. 
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. .6.1 6 The plating solution'shall be comprised of the following: 
Copper cyanide 5. 5 oz/gallon 
Sodium cyanide 6. 62 oz/gallon 
Sodium carbonate 4.0 oz,/gallon 
Rochelle sa l t  8.0 oz/gallon 
PH 10.2 - 10.5 
Solution t empera tu re  1 0 0 - 1 3 0 ' ~  
Current  density: Initial 24 A S F  
Si~bsequent 12 ASF 
b. 6.2 I m m e r s e  mandrel  and t e s t  coupons in plating solution with currerlt  
on. 
P la te  30 minutes with agitation to obtain approximately 0.0005 inch 
I thickness. 
l 3 w L 4  Rinse  in  deionized water. 
1 3 a 7  
Inspection 
Visual3.y inspect for  voids, peeling, c racks ,  inclusions, pi ts  and 
porosity. Any such signs of plating fa i lure  shall  bn cause  fo r  re-  
jection. 
1 3 *  Activation 
3 . 8 .  1 T rea t  with 5 percent  sulfuric acid to brighten and acti-;ate the 
copper surface. 
3 .  8. 2. Rinse in deionized water .  Keep wet  until goldplating has been 
s tar ted .  
1 3 *  Goldplatjng 
3 .9 .1  The plating solutiorl concentration is 1.3 Troy oz/gallon of gold in 
the fo rm of Sel-.Cex Pur-A-!;old 125. (Pur i ty  of gold 99.99 percent  
minimum. ) 
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Immerse  , the mandrel  and tes t  coupons in the plating solution with 
the current  on. 
Plate a t  a1,current density of 2.4 A S F  for 5-1/2 hours at 1 4 5 ' ~  with 
vigorous akitation to  obtain 0.0018 to 0. ,022 inch thickness. 
Rinse in deionized water. 
Air d ry  at  room temperature.  I 
Adhesion of the goldplating and of the nickel and copper underplatitlg 
shall be  such that the coating and undercoating do not separate  
f rom each other o r  from the basic metal  -when tested in accordance 
with 4. 5. 2.2. 
The Knoog hardness of t h e  coating shall  b e  a maximum of 90 when 
tested in accordance with 4. 5.3. 
Postplating Procedure 
Residual plating sal ts  shall be removed from t%e plated mandrel  and 
tes t  panels. The - maridrel shall be protectiq~ely covered and shall  
not be allowed to contact any unpadded surface which c;n in any 
manner degrade plated surfaces. 
Goldplating sha.11 be r ?ntir,uo~ls, smootil, fine- grained, adherent and 
f ree  f rom exposed basic metal. or  nnderplate. Tkere  shall be no 
visible bl is ters ,  cracks,  pits, nodules, porosity, indications of 
burning, excessive edge build~ip, transitions, discontinuities or 
other detrimental defects. 
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4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 
.14. 1 Responsibility for  Inspection 
Unless otherwise specified in the  cont rac t  o r  purchase  o r d e r ,  the  
p la ter  i s  responsib le  fo r  the  pe rformarice of a l l  inspection requit. e-  
men t s  a s  specified herein.  Except a s  otherwis 2 specified, thc  
p la ter  m a y  ut i l ize h is  own faci l i t ies  o r  any comnle rc ia l  l abora to ry  
acceptable t o  Thiokol-HMD. Thiokol-RMC r e s e r v e s  the r ight  t o  
p e r f o r m  any of the  inspections s e t  for th  in  the  specif icat ion where  
such inspections a r e  deemed n e c e s s a r y  to  a s s h r e  that  supplies  and 
serv-ices conform to  p r e s c r i b e d  requ i rements .  
Traceabil i ty 
-
Each m a n d r e l  p r o c e s s e d  p e r  this  specif icat ion sha l l  be  identified. 
The m a n d r e l  and corresponding t e s t  panels shal l  h e  identified k) 
lot, p a r t  number,  and s e r i a l  number.  
14. T e s t  Panels  
Two o r  m o r e  t e s t  panels 1 x b x 0. 04 in. ( n ~ i n i m u m  s ize)  with the  
s a m e  chemical  c c > m p o s i t i : . q  a ~ i  having th.? SW.P s v r f a c e  finish a s  
t h e  rrlap-l~el. hasi r ,  mvta3 sl~al! i:jr pr-c,-::; 2,i CO~,,:I;PL e i ~ t  ~ i t h  the  
mandre l .  Holes ma; be  dr i l led  as  requi red  to  faci l i tate  positioning 
slur ing .plating and testing. Conditions affecting plating o f  the panels  
such a s  spacing and positioning with ' respect  to anodes and to  o ther  
objects  being plated shal l  correspond a s  rlcarly a s  possible t o  those  
affecting the significant s i ~ r f a c e s  of the mandre l ,  No rare than 
50~f  of an.y panel ~ l i t r o ? ~ l c ? r t  into the p r o c e s s  shal l  be used Gy the  
plater for test ing purpases .  The remaining port ion of the panels  
shal l  be supplied t o  Thiokol-RMD. 
P r e l T e s  ting Examination 
The m a n d r e l  and t e s t  panels  shal l  b e  visually examined fo r  com- 
pl iance with the r equ i rements  for  removal  of p l ~ t i n p ;  s a l t s  ( s e e  3 .  lo ) ,  
workrnanship ( s e e  3 .  11) and shal l  have a u ~ i f o r m  appearance,  
4.5 Tes t  P rocedures  
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'rhicknes s 2~ieciaurements 
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Test Method 1 
A 1 x 1 inch piece shall be cut f rom one tes t  coupon, "The alurrlinuni 
shall be dissolved using a caustic soda or Oakite 130 solution. The 
copper substra te  shall  be r e m v v e d  from t h e  two r~tmaining gold 
fail pieces by immersing in 50% HN03. The remaining gold foil 
pieces shall  each be measured in at leas t  four locations for con- 
formance to the thickness requirement. 
The foil pieces shall  also be inspected for pinholes o r  o:her flaws 
using 30X magnification. 
Alternate Test  Method 
- 
The thickness of the plating one one of t h e  coupons shall  be deter-  
mined in accordance with method 52 1 of Fed. Test  Method Std. 
No. 151. 
- - --. , 
'F' 7 
-,- , . 
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Step in . I  
t e s t  method 52 1 Modification 
I,  
- 
Selection of sect ion Use a r ight  a~ lg l e  o r  perpendicular  
for  t e s t  c r o s s  section. 
GOLDPLATING OF ALUMII\JUhl MANDRELS 
,, . -  --- . . 
Table  I. Modifications in p rocedure  f o r  t e s t  method 52!, Fed, 
T e s t  Method Std. No, 151 
P r e p a r a t ~ o n  of 
specimens  
P ~ ' ~ p a r a t i t \ n  f \ f  
s cction 
Etching 
Pri,ce.:l~:re, Use 
3i Microscope 
Adhesion T e s t s  
- 
Pla te  the panel. with a coating of a t  
l e a s t  0. 001 in. thick of copper,  nickel,  
o r  i ron  t o  protec t  the edges during 
grinding and polishing, The first layer 
sf o,.?rplatl.: $\al l  b e  a coppz1. s t r ik .  ds- 
p>s ited r'rom a cyanide solution followsd 
b y  the .:elatigely thick o .~erpla te .  
Grir1.i and polisk, fol lolr~i ;7~ t i p  i n7 tz .u~-  
tions for  polishing zinc, cadrniuri-, ti,:, 
and lead coatings. 
Use  art etching s ~ l u t i o n  consist ing oi one 
p a r t  n i t r ic  acid (spr?ci!ic gravity 1.42)  
t o  ' 9  p a r t s  alcohol (95 percent \ .  
Using the n. ctallographir.. mic roscope  
a n d  a magnification of at 1cra.t 500 
Jianietexs,  take a minimum of fi~7e 
nrc?ar u r e r i ~ ~ n t ~  at random locations on 
earh spcciman. M ~ a s u r e n l e n t s  s:)all 
; e *?.cpre~sed to five dacima.1 p laces .  
~ d h e - s i o n  of t e s t  panrzlo shal l  b e  perforr, ,ed a t  room tsrr;pei:ature by 
means  of the bend t e s t  ( s e e  4. 5. 2. 1). 
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GOLDPLATING O F  ALUMINUM MANDRELS 
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~ ~ b ~ ~ e ~  
Bend T e s t  
The plated coupon ;hall b e  bent repeatedly through an  angle of 
180' on a d iamete r  equal t o  the  thickness of the  spec imen  until a 
f r a c t u r e  of the b a s i s  m e t a l  occurs .  Following f rac tu re ,  no d'etach- 
men t  of the coating shal l  b e  possible by probing with a s h a r p  
instrument,  Cracks  in the bas is  m e t a l  o r  plating shal l  not be con- 
s ide red  fa i lure  unless accompauied by flaking, peeling, o r  1:lister- 
jog. 
4 ,  5. 2 .  7. Bak.i'ng Tes t  
The adhesiox. of the mandre l  plating shall. be  determined by heating 
the plated mandre l  at 3 4 0 - 3 6 0 ~ ~ '  for  one ;.lour. After rerr,oval and 
cooling tbe  s!irface of the m a n d r e l  shal l  be e x a r ~ ~ i n e d  at 10 d i a m e t e r  
matjriification i o r  any evidence of flaking, peeling o r  bl is ter ing.  
The ha rdness  shal l  be de termined on the  plated su r face  of a t e s t  
cdupon by the use  of the Knoop h a  .C.iless t e s t e r  using a t e s t  load of 
25 grruris. Tile Krloop h a r d r e s s  shal l  be  no  2.1 ca te r  than 90. 
Chemical Analysis 
--c. 
The deposited gold on a t e s t  coupon shal l  b e  ana1yz.d a11d rnust be  of 
99. 99% purity. 
Material. nnt c o n f ~ r n l ~ n ~  to  t:.; : :;p?c.:ficatinr, .3 ' la l1  y . ~ .  s u b j e c t  t o  
reJectl.o I. 
Retes ts  
-_C 
Mandrels  which have biten r e j e ~ , e d  o r  witlldrawn because  of the  
presence '  of plating defects n,.ay b e  resubrrlitted af ter  s tr ipping and 
replating. Corrlplete detai ls  of the  replat ing shal l  be furnished to, 
and approved by, the mspector  o r  Thiokol-RNiD. 
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PREPARATION ;: OR DELIVERY 
The mandrel  shall be f r e e  of any polishirlg and residual plating 
materials .  Precautions shall be exercised' to  prevent any polishing 
or plating mater ia ls  from contacting nonp!atled surfaces.  Thy 
mandrel  will b e  thoroughly dry p ~ i o r  to packaging. 
The rrAandrel shall be packaged to prevent physical damage. 
All finished and packaged par t s  and t s s t  pic!ces shall be m a r k ~ d  to 
i n s c r n  proper deliver and identification. 
NOTES 
not applicable to this specification. 
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the ~ n i t ~ a l  step in fabr,ca.tlng an elastonla-, 1:latider -r~it?- a con t in~~ons  m l t d  
foil permeation bar r ie r .  This document ietails  the application of t'?c 
elastomer and completion of the bladder. 
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
Spec if ications 
Gcltiplat .ng cf Ail:rnin*an M l ;~dx-e~.s 
Dr aw?.ngs, Thio,-.ol- RMD 
CNR Coat.tln.g Solutions 
PROCESS REQUIREMENTS 
The operations described. in the f c l : ~ w : . - e ~  ;axas? a?:,: s'-all kc pzTfolmecr 
in the s;3ec lf Let?. seq1:e:lce. 
Mandrel Pre?arat ' .m 
..ceeping the wall t h i c . ~ i ~ e s s  t~ 3 reasonable m ~nimt:m, for ezarnple, 0. 035 
to 0. 069. The prefer red  material  IS 3 100-0, i ~ w e b  e l ,  if formakility ars3. 
s ize  dictate a ~ t r o n g e r  a l i ~ y ,  bOf-.l - T h  w i l l  be  acceptable. The preferrcs. 
weld rod mater ia l  ?:sed t o  fabstcste the m..zizCx e i  I s  4042. 
The entire rnandrei external si;rface aizll pa.:ticulallj t:te - I :L ;L  scr faces  
s h d l  be f r ee  ?f nic - s ,  goLges, pitting, cracks,  s c i  a tc l .3~  9:. ot'12.r simi- 
l a r  defects: The surface shall be polislied to 3% r m s  ox. i 7 0 t t ~ j . ' ;  it. ~ r ~ ~ s  
:s preferred. 
The mandrel  shall be goldplatel; 111 accordance -with Tkiokol-RMD 
Specification 7913. 
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Imnled~ately pr ior  to bladder fabricatiail the man.ire1 shall be cleaned by 
vigorou.sly brushxng with laboratory grade acetone using a fiber or nylon 
br is t le  brush, The brushing shall be fallowea by an acetone rinse and air 
dried. Great ca re  shall be exerciserl to avoid handling the mandrel surface 
following completion of cleaning. For  this reason it is ~ ~ e q u i s e d  that the 
cleaning be performed following installatior: of mandrel in a rotating fix-ture 
which will hold the ma-ndrel throughoct the entire c o a t i ~ g  process. 
The ? r -h ing  and coating aperations shall be perf0rrns.i ix, a la t  o r  atory :\at 
is clean and f ree  of di;sc and ~ t h e r  fl;,i-iiig f ~ . ; - e i p  particles. Xn acditic: , 
it i s  desirable to have the hlzmidity controlled. at 40 to 55.r ;relative 
shall wea.r lint f r ee  g l ~ v e s  daring the czJat.&-g piace~:t~:.re t c  a/riA i~~a- i~exi ' t~ .= t  
touching of blaader surfaces. 
The formulations for pr imer and caating s o l u t i o ~ s  a r e  given in Table I. 
Note that these solotions shall be mixeG 5ult-h c~.rati.re just pr ior  to their 
to insiire a one ho~ i r  !.ot Itfe. T.- ai/ai& wast~..., : al>~ mate; ial, it -3ill be 
necessary to gauge the q~..arit,ty of m ixe5 s :lvt~.cr_ that ca?: 1 e applsed in a 
one hour period and limit each batch size to thls xfisu.  .t. 
The ?r imer and coating sol;- tions shall be appllLe.3 as ing a t ; i~?.  quality 
natural br is t le  brush. The width .c~f the bt.:sh shall Ice selecte.2 t.ased vpar 
of bristles and resistance to she~i6;:~g L ,X  kt les .  Psiar to u s i ~ g ,  each brush 
shall be thoroughly cleaned in tri-solvent bier:,;. Note also that a cleac 
brush shalk be used to apply each new batch of prim?: or- coatifik solution. 
If t h i s  precaution is  not observed, the CNR ,xrill cure wit:~il: the i-,ristles 
and begin to deposit small  balls of c,.~:c.ed . ! .L. l  n .  a;. t!,e ::laclde~ suriace, 
The brushes can be reused, however, they n:us t  be thorougl-[ly eleaned in 
t r i -  solvent blend between usages. 
RMD RE33A (1  1 /66) 
TABLE I 
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PRIMER AND COATING SOLUTIONS 
Ingredients 
PRIMER: CNR Coating Solution 105 
(RMD Dwg. 3 18501 - 105) ( 6  Coats) 
CNR 
Hi-Sil 233 
Tri-Solvent Blend 
8.34 pbw 
1.66  pbw 
90.00 pbw 
Phs 
_. 
Nitroso Copolymer Gum Solution ! 15 pastspundred Soln. 105 
Nitroso Copolymer G m -  1 0, 0 pbw 
Trisolvent Elend 90.00 pbw 
Chromium Trifluoroacetate (CTA) Solution 
CTA 10.00 pbw 3 . 8  
Tetrahydrofuran (THF) 90.00 pbw 
COATING: CNR Coating Solution 103 (see above) 
CTA Solutiorl (see above) 
CTA 
RMD HE33A (1  1 /66) 
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3.2.4 Apply six coats of primer solution, allowing a minimum of ten minutes air  
drying time betweeri coats. The minimum time for a i r  drying will vary 
depending on whether the batch of solution is new or  alrr~ost expended. The 
f i r s t  batch of mater ial  wiil require a longer drying time since it has a 
higher percentage of tri-solvent blend, Cover the beaker holding the solu- 
tion with aluminurn foil between coating applications to  minimize evapora- 
tion loss  of tri-solvent blend. The brush c ~ a t i n g  shall be perforn ed by a 
skilled technician. The mandrel positioning will be facilitated by a 
motorized rotating fixture. The objective i s  to apply a uxriform coating and 
avoid excessive brushing out. The gold color of the rnai~dxel ..vill serve as 
a coating guide, slnce the color change can be readily observed as  the film. 
i5 Lu.ilt up. A skilled technician can thus build up a film with excellent 
uniformity of th i c~ness .  
, 3.2.5 Apply the coating solution in the same manner as the pr imer solution, 
allowing a minimum of ten minktes a i r  drying time between coats. Apply 
sufficient number of coats to b ~ i l d  up the  desired bla*fder wall thickr;?ss. 
As a guide, for a bladder rubber thickiless of 0. 02111, approximately. 40 to 
65 coats of coating solutior, will be required. If a cut,l,er thickr~css 01 
0. 030" is required, approximately 80 to 90 coats of coating solution will 
be required. 
. 3 . 2 . 6  Application of prirnex and c ~ a t i n g  solutis_is mnst be a contir~uous process. 
No dawn time will be permitted pricjr  t~ completioa of curir.b. I I 3.3 CNR Curing 
3.3.1 
' 
~ f t e r  completion of all coating application, allow the bladder to a i r  I r y  for 
one hour in the laboratory. I 1; 3 . 3 . 2  Immediately place t!le bladder in a ht?rrLidity chamber and soak for ten to  
'i twelve hours at 60 to 9 0 ' ~  and 83 t3 90Lv relative hvuriidity. The bladder 
I shall be suspended in the hum!ctity chamber wlthout touching the side walls. 
r I 
Immediately following the high humidity B tor age period, r enlov e the 
bladder to& circulating air  curing oven for final curing. Again, the 
bladder shall be suspended in the oven without touching the side walls. 
An important precaution to be observed is to vent the inside of the nianrirel 
during the oven cur ilzg period. Failure to do this coulcl result  in 'bladder 
delamination due to expans ion of air  trapped within the mandrel. T5e 
oven shall be of room1 temperature when the bladder is installeci. The tem- 
perature shall be brought up slowly to permit thk mandrel to stabilize as 
the temperature increases. The suggested temperature r i s e  ra te  shall be  
I OF per minute, 
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at t.his temperature for eight hours minimum, 
Mandrel Dissolution (washout) 
The basic mandrel washout process consists of circulating a caustic solu- 
tion inside the mandrel u.ntil all aluminurn has been dissolved. S i t ce  
caustic solutions tend to discolor and in some instances have been oh- 
served to be detrimental to CNR, i t  is necessary that fixturing be prol~ided 
to permit introduction of the caustic solution into the mandrel and allow it 
to overflow back to  the caustic reservoir without coming in contact with tne 
rubber surface. Fixturing will have to be customized to accomodate each 
different bladder shape. It is most  convenient if  the bladder has only one 
port, since then a single co-axial fixture can accomodate the incoming and 
outgoing caustic solution, 
The caustic solution shall be a 1 lb. per galloi~ n'ixture of Oakite 130 useci 
at a temperature of 160 to 180'~. 
A circulation system shall be provided consisting of a circulating pur: p ax3 
transfer lines which will deliver caustic solution inside the mandrel and 
retrieve the overflow as it is discharged back to the reservoir.  
An important precaution to be observed during the washout procedure is to  
avoid inadvertent flexing of the bladder. To accomplish this the entire 
bladder must  be rigidly supported. Coat the entire bladder surface with a 
2B, shall be used to encapsulate the bladder in the container. Provisions 
g shall be made to  permit the container and foam to readily par t  on the 
, I  vertical center line to facilitate removal of the bladder following mandrel 1 washout. 
I 
, 3.4.5 Circulate tLe caustic solut~on through the coaxial fitting in the bladder port  
until chetnical activity has ceased (approximately 8 hours), 
3 . 4 . 6  Eknpty the bladder and flush with water. 
3.4.7 Inspect inside surfaces by visual means to ascertain that all the aluminum 
is gone. If .some aluminum remains, resume circulating caustic solution 
until all chemical activity has ceased and again inspect. 
- ~ -  ~ - - 8 
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3.4.8 After all aluminum is  gone and the bladder inside surfaces  have been water 
flushed, fill  the bladder with 50% nitr ic acid fo r  15 minutes to  remove 
the copper f lash upon which the goldplating was deposited. 
I 
' 3.4.9 Empty the oladder, thoroughly r inse  with water and vacuum dry  for 12 
hours. 
3.'4.10 Carefully remove the bladder f rom the foam filled container and peel away 
the RTV rubber. Great  ca r e  shall  be observed to  avoid irlarlvertent flexing 
of the bladder. 
3.4.11 The bladder shall  be installed on a suitable handling fixture upon which it 
may be fur ther  cleaned as  required for  i t s  intended application and sub- 
s equently s tored until required for  u.s e. 
I '*5 Control S a m ~ l e s  
3.5.1 Curlpons prepared to monitor the goldplatilig operation shall  be coated and 
cared along wlth the bladder to provide control samples.  If additional 
s m p l e s  a r e  required, gold foil  s t r ips  may be used, again, processing 
them along with the bladder. 
- I 
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J BLADDER "Btt AND R CS BLADDER 
SCOPE 
5 
This specification provides the detailed t es t  sequence to be fol- 
lowed when testing: (a) 6-inch d iamete r  subscale gold/CNR 
laminate bladder "Btt ,  and (b) RCS s ize ,  gold/CNR laminate bladder. 
These t es t  sequences were  conceived following completion of t es t s  
on 6-inch diameter subscale gold/CNR laminate bladder "A. I '  This 
specification formalizes the t es t  seqnences agreed to  by NASA/MSFC 
as documented in Thiokol-R-MD ( R ,  L. I4eilman) le t ter  to NASA/ 
MSFC (J. T. Schell, R - P  and VE-MNR-67-24), dated 12 March 1969. 
TEST SEQUENCE FOR 6-INCH BLADDER "E" 
Install in  s teel  tank; I ~ a l c  check r ;~ j t : 7  >clium. 
F i l l  with Nz04; hold fo r  one week, (This assumes that t he r e  will 
be some detectable permeation leakage. If t he r e  i s  none, proceed 
, 
to next s tep af ter  48 hours.)  I 
1 2 . 3  Drain without collapsing bl.adder; examine for delamination. I 
Refil txr:tL NZC4; e;:pel 25$ .dolurne and refill ,  repeat  twice m o r e  
for a total of 3 cycles. 
I 2 . 5  Drain without collapsing bladder; exan) ine for delamination; x-ray,  I 
Refillwith NzO,; hold for one week; take periodic permeation checks. 
Drain without collapsing bladder; examine for dclarnination. I 
2. 8 Refill with N204; expel 504 volume and refill;  repeat  twice m o r e  for 
a total of 3 cycles. 
2 . 9  Dr aib without collapsing bladder; examine for  delam iaation; x-ray.  
2.10 Refill with Nz04; hold for one week (depending upon accrued resul ts  
at this tirne, the hold period may be extended for severa l  weeks); 
take periodic permeation checks, 
b 
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"w TEST PLANS FOR 51X INCH SUBSCALE 
f BLADDER t tB1 l  AND RCS BLADDER , , , . . . .. - - - - I ' 1 2.11 Drain  without collapsing bladder;  examine  f o r  delamination. 
12.12 Vacuum dry ;  leak ~chech  usin.g helium. 
13-  
TEST SEQUENCE FOR RCS BLADDER 
Water Test ing 
I 3.1.1 Install  in plexiglass tank - photograph expansion charac te r i s t i e s .  
1'- l o  Leak check using helium. 
l o  
Fill with wa te r  - photograph if appropriate,  
1 3 ~  l o 4  
Slosh t e s t  in horizontal. attitude: 75% filled; 50% fllled - pho~ograph ,  
Twist t e s t  i n  ver t ica l  (flight) attitude: ?5$, filled; 50$ f i l led - 
photograph. 
E x ~ u l s i o n  tes t :  i n  ver t ica l  (flight) attitude, run  one expulsion 
cycle, expelling 75g of vol~ime, to photograph col lapse  c h a r a c -  
te r i s t ics .  
Nz04 Testing 
Install  in titani1.1m tan?<. 
I"*"." Fi l l  with DTZ04; lzolrl far one week .  
Expulsiou ies  t: in  vertical (flight) attitude, expel 50% volume; 
ref i l l ;  expel 50% vt~lurrte.  
. 
Drain; . [ rye  and vacuum dry; leak check using helium. 
Rernove from tank (one additional col lapse);  examine for delarnina- 
tion; x - ray ;  photograph. 
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SUMMARY OF INTERIM PROGRESS REPORTS 
SUBMITTED TO NASA/MSFC 
. Period Covered 
July 1 67 
August (67 
September 167 
October '67 
November 167 
December * 67 
January '68 
February 168 
March 168 
April '68 
May 168 
(Tenlporary program shutdown) 
August 168 
September 168' 
October 168 
November '68 
December 68 
~ a n u i r ~  159' 
February 169 
March 169 
Monthly 
Report 
5125-ML- 
Quarterly 
Report 
51 25-Q- 
-
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